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By zoning the campus in this way, communities are formed
to promote interactions between research, learning,
living, and working. The design concept emphasises the
in-between spaces of the buildings within the campus to
encourage spontaneous interaction and exchange. Faculty
buildings within the Academic Clusters are arranged
in a criss-cross formation, which creates convenient
circulations paths, multiple points of contact, and flexibility
that lends itself to a diverse array of activities.
The CUHK SZ masterplan embodies a unique architectural
identity of formal porosity and openness. The project
thoughtfully integrates built form with nature and
designs multiple spaces that facilitate dialogue within
the University community. In doing so, it fosters a
sense of community and shared inspiration crucial to
the development of a vibrant and collaborative campus
environment. www.rocco.hk

Rocco Design Architects
Completes Chinese
University Of Hong Kong
Campus In Shenzhen
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen (CUHK SZ)
brings the global perspective and academic excellence to
the city Shenzhen – China’s rapidly-growing innovation and
tech hub. Situated in the natural reserve area of Tong Gu Hill,
the campus houses multiple teaching and research facilities,
student residences, administrative offices, and recreation
facilities that serve 7000 students.
Rocco Design Architects Associates developed a masterplan
and comprehensive design that not only serves the needs of
faculty, students, and staff, but also creates a sustainable,
community-oriented learning environment that reflects the
dynamic and collaborative spirit of Shenzhen. The project
embraces the existing natural landscape as a primary
planning premise.
To take full advantage of its natural riches while maximizing
the site’s functionality, the campus is divided into three
zones: Natural Terrain, where buildings merge with existing
topography; Academic Clusters, which define the urban edge
of the campus; and in between the two, Campus Green, a
central open space for relaxation and interaction.
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Rebuilt After Disaster
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The 4 Rivers Floating Lodge is a very special Green Pearl:
Guests stay at luxurious and sustainable floating tents
in the midst of untouched nature in Cambodia. After
particularly heavy rains in July 2018, most of the floating
lodges were destroyed and had to be rebuilt.
4 Rivers Floating Lodge is famous for its unique swimming
tents on the river Tatai. The hotel had been welcoming
guests for nine years and was a retreat for relaxation and
wildlife adventure. The tents were constructed to handle
rising water up to a height of 2 metres. However, after
heavy rains in July 2018, the dam upstream was opened
and the hotel could not withstand the sudden water
masses. The platform broke into six parts, the tents swam
down the river, some up to eight kilometres, including the
people in them.
Fortunately, the team, as well as the neighbours of Tatai
Village, acted immediately; they got the guests out of the
tents by speed boats and did all they could to stop the
tents from floating away. Still, the results were disastrous:
The lodge had to be completely closed and all reservations
cancelled – instead, a cost-intensive and protracted
reconstruction of the hotel waited for owners Valentin and
Anna Pawlik and their team.
However, there was also hope and a lot of gratitude for
the great support of all sides: the team, neighbours,
partners – everybody gave a hand. They collected the
different parts of the hotel along the river and began with
the new building. Fortunately, some parts could be saved:
For example, some tents which had remained intact on the
broken platform only had to be repaired.
With the new building the location was changed: Today
the swimming tents are located on the opposite shore
as the current is less strong. The repaired tents were
recycled as family tents on the mainland and added with a
children's room. A new restaurant and platform for the bar
were built, so that 4 Rivers could welcome its first guests
five months later!
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However, what would 4 Rivers Floating
Lodge be without its spectacular
swimming tents? The previous metal
construction was perfect functionally
but had a high maintenance effort,
so Valentin's idea even before the
catastrophe was to use swimming
concrete blocks. However, this was
and still is a great challenge, because
Valentin and Anna don't want to use
heavy devices on the river. For the first
platforms they used small cranes, but in the meantime,
they have refined their technique and now the concrete is
being poured directly on the water.
However, the process is ongoing,
tent by tent they learn and slowly
build their resort. For Anna and
Valentin sustainability plays a
major role and besides the already
implemented initiatives, they further
developed their engagement: today
95% of the required energy is
sourced from their solar plant.
www.ecolodges.asia
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H2R Design Creates New Haven
For Coffee Lovers At Brew
H2R DESIGN, the award-winning design studio
creating renowned commercial and hospitality
spaces, designed the café Brew, for a client
who is passionate about coffee. The firm
was tasked to develop an environment that is
natural and casual and where patrons can get
an introduction to special blends of coffee.
Inspired by its location, close to the sea with a
relaxed beach vibe, H2R Design created a fresh
and homey space through the use of natural
tones, pops of colour, and a careful selection
of materials and textures. H2R Design aimed
to produce a space that would draw passersby in, and to meet the owner, to discover his
love for the process of coffee making and
demonstrating how fine specialty coffee can
be an art form.

To achieve this, a focus was placed on using
materials that added warmth, allowing light to
pass through gently, resulting in a revitalized
space mixed with textured painted walls and
wooden furniture.
When presented with the limited size of this
new build (95sqm) and the requirement to
incorporate a full kitchen and two washrooms,
the method of linearity design was developed.
This was a key design technique to expand the
dimensions.
A line that follows all through the floor, tables,
counter and wall was strategically placed to
offset the symmetry yet keep the perspective
balanced. The decor follows the natural
theme with light surfaces and notable in its
clean minimalist interior. There are intriguing
meeting points of materials such as the tile
and paint with the wood and concrete. The
usage of woods with warm colours in strategic
areas have created a natural and comfortable
atmosphere. (cont...)
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(cont...) One wall is covered in
textured paint to match the floors,
which seamlessly blend in with the
rest of the café. Arranged across the
wall are numerous wooden shelves
which symmetrically display coffee bags and
house products. The wall logo is covered in
glossy undulated handmade tiles from Spain
matching the counter table.
Achieving the right tile level from the wall and
counter was a challenge. To manage this, only
one person worked on placing up the tiles to
ensure right spacing. The flooring is a mixture
of wood and cork, where the cork gives off the
impression of a rug. Both elements offered a
homey and vibrant energy.

One significant use of material is the cork on
floor. The best thing about this material is
how soft and yielding it feels. It is something
completely different and it is a good insulator
which reduce noise from being transmitted
throughout the café,” explained Husain Room,
Co-Founder of H2R Design. Other design
features include a ribbed wooden kitchen door
and ceiling lights above counter table that have
spiral pendants painted on the wall creating a
quirky look.
“Brew has been a very personal and soulful
project for us. We had the opportunity to
make all the decisions from the minute to large
scale changes which impassioned us to create
a remarkable space that we’re very proud of,”
commented Hasan Room.
www.h2rdesign.com
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James has recently worked with a number of clients using
the VR technology to bring their projects to life, including:
Water in the Trees, a unique swimming pool design where a
lightweight roof appears to float above the building structure
allowing natural light to flood the space.
Frameless glass walls and doors connect the interior with
the wider environment and an internal 'infinity edge' pool set
against the glass wall gives the impression that the person
in the space is at the top of a waterfall high in the trees.
VR was used from design conception and throughout every
design decision to allow the client to see exactly how the
space would feel from within. (cont...)

Architect Holds The Code
To The Future Of Residential
Design Projects
Design Haus Architecture, based in Nottingham UK, is
pioneering the use of virtual reality (VR) technology
borrowed from the gaming industry to transform the
architectural design process and allow clients to see if their
vision for their project has been captured from the outset of
the scheme.
Design Haus, which was set up by James Brindley in 2018,
is at the forefront of a new era of innovative architectural
design, incorporating VR into the design process, allowing
clients to step into the finished building and view it from all
aspects before construction work has even begun. James
Brindley, director and architect at Design Haus Architecture,
said: “VR removes the guesswork from the design process,
as clients are able to explore the proposed design from
within, rather than simply imagining the end result.
“They can experience the changing effects of light and
weather conditions, producing a faithful and realistic
representation of how the building will function once
complete. This places emphasis on the enjoyment and
practicality of a space, rather than a purely aesthetic
approach.”
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Whilst firms such as Foster and Partners and Zaha Hadid
Architects have used VR on multi-million-pound projects,
James wants to bring the excitement and versatility of
this technology to clients of all sizes including residential
extension projects which are a huge financial and emotional
undertaking for many clients.

James said: “It’s hard to put into words the impact that the
VR technology offers. It gives our clients a way to experience
architecture at the design phase like never before. Instead of
looking at a flat drawing on a piece of paper, they can walk
around inside the finished design and experience it at full
scale.” www.designhausarchitecture.co.uk

(cont...) City Heights, in Nottingham, is a timber clad
structure which sits against the existing property. VR was
used to allow the client to engage with the proposal from
the various angles of the plot. It also helped the client decide
on what type of furniture would be best suited to the spaces
created.
The Den in Keyworth, Nottingham, is a modern
building extension. VR was used to decide on
the pitch and length of the roof canopy and
the angles of the timber roof supports, both
permitting the maximum amount of light into
the new rooms. It also demonstrated how light
and shadows would pass through the building
throughout the day.
It was used to specify the internal finishes and
plan the furniture. The VR technology allows
clients to specify different materials within the
scene to see exactly how a certain design choice will change
the look and feel of a room. The digital representation can
also incorporate furniture and interior design, giving clients
the ability to plan the interiors before completion and make
informed decisions.
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The roof skylight shapes a path which acts as
a guide for the house, from the beginning to
the end. A red exterior staircase also reaches
up to the roof, connecting the ground to
the sky. Additional communal spaces were
added to the main house, including a kitchen
and living room as well as flexible space for
group gatherings. The arrangement of spaces
was designed to create connections and
interactions.
Judges were impressed with how ‘the house
is unusually in tune with the differing and
sometimes contradictory needs of a young
family. Every space can be negotiated and
adapted, encouraging the house to be an
incubator for positive difference in the family
unit.’

World Interior
Of The Year

JCA Living Lab, a regenerated Japanese Colonial
house in Taipei city, Taiwan, by J.C. Architecture,
has been named as the World Interior of the Year
for 2019. The project has beaten over 90 finalists
across nine categories to win the final accolade.
The project transforms a traditional house into a
new type of environment for urban living which
embraces the layers of history embedded in the
site whilst creating a space adapted for modern
living.
Designed to provide an experience of joyful
living, JCA Living Lab is a house designed with its
residents in mind, providing considered spaces for
children to run freely, but at the same time allowing
for rest and reflection. Traditional craftsmanship
is contrasted against modern detailing, such as
the circular light feature hanging from the roof of
the living room, against the backdrop of preserved
materials.
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They added: ‘local craftspeople were drafted
in when needed and recycled elements were
mixed freely with new. Ladders to the roof
level encourage ongoing hide and seek. Internal space leaks into a garden,
itself an outdoor room, whilst light penetrates in unexpected ways and
occasional views of the sky offset the otherwise congested urban setting.
Against the background of rapid development in Taipei, this project has
the potential to be a 'prototype' that may help re-evaluate the existing
stock of Japanese houses’.
The award was presented at the finale of INSIDE World Festival of
Interiors, a gala dinner held at the historic Beurs van Berlage, a 19th
century former commodities exchanged designed by architect Hendrik
Petrus Berlage.
INSIDE World Festival of Interiors is co-located with the World Festival
of Architecture and together they form the largest live celebration of
contemporary architecture and design in the world. The festival will
reconvene in 2020 at a new location in Lisbon for its 13th edition. For
more details on the WAF and INSIDE Awards and the festival please visit:
www.insidefestival.com,
www.worldarchitecturefestival.com
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dMFK Completes Latest
Workspace For The Office
Group In Canary Wharf’s
One Canada Square

TOG worked with long-time collaborator dMFK to transform the three floors into an
inviting, light-filled space that offers members flexible offices to cater for companies
ranging from four to 1,000 employees. The floors now occupied by TOG have been
reconfigured to provide numerous design-led meeting rooms – all with a bespoke
feel, communal lounge and recharge areas, breakout spaces and phone booths.
Members will also benefit from the inclusion of a fitness studio by TOG’s inhouse
partner, Manor, including a dedicated Peloton bike area, and a Maple & Co café
serving seasonal and locally-sourced nutritious meals and bites throughout the day.

dMFK’s reinvigoration of the TOG space in One Canada Square has focused on the
creation of linear avenues – connecting the directional views from each side of the
building – to flood each of the floors with light, illuminating even the centremost
parts of the building, bringing the spaces to life. The three floors are connected by
a dramatic new staircase to create natural circulation amongst TOG members and
provide access to the full range of amenities. Each floorplate has been carefully set
out to create a sequence of different spaces that feel intimate and warm, through
the considered use of texture and craft within the upholstery, as well as joinery and
floor finishes. (cont...)

The Office Group (TOG) has opened its first flexible
workspace in Canary Wharf, located on the 7th,
8th and 9th floors within the
iconic One Canada Square tower,
following a comprehensive, stylish
refurbishment by dMFK Architects.
This marks TOG’s 39th workspace
now open in the UK. TOG occupies
80,000 sq ft across three floors
of the prestigious 50-storey
office building, which forms the
centrepiece of the renowned Canary
Wharf estate.
Designed by the late César Pelli and
completed in 1991, the landmark
One Canada Square skyscraper
stands at 235 metres high and is
currently the UK’s second tallest
building, holding a striking position
in the London skyline.
22
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(cont...) In designing the interior concept, dMFK drew inspiration from the mid-century
era of Phillip Johnson and Mies Van der Rohe, a nostalgic reference to the heroic period of
American corporate interior design. Stylistically, the new interior references the materiality
and tonal quality of the original building foyer, using rich figured terrazzo, mid-toned
sapele timber panelling and painted metalwork to create a welcoming,
tactile and crafted working environment.
Linoleum-faced joinery in various colours, designed by dMFK,
combined with a range of Kvadrat fabrics add to the exceptional finish
of shared areas within the workspace. Extensive planting, use of
custom lighting designed by dMFK and a bold colour palette of deep
blue, soft pink, smoky green and terracotta contribute to the midcentury style of design, creating warm pockets of space within the
linear avenues that emphasise the geometry of the common spaces
whilst activating the depth of the plan.
TOG worked closely with dMFK to curate a selection of classic and
contemporary furniture from Vitra, Normann Copenhagen, &tradition, Hai and Faina,
alongside TOG’s co-designed stackable Co Chair specified in a range of fabrics for the
meeting rooms. www.dmfk.co.uk
One Canada Square by dMFK © Gilbert McCarragher
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ISG Secures £89 Million
Cardiff Mixed-Use Transport
Interchange Project
ISG has secured an £89 million construction project to deliver
the Cardiff Transport Interchange building for Cardiff-based
developer Rightacres at its flagship Central Square scheme.
The project is being funded by Legal & General and designed
by Cardiff-based Holder Mathias Architects.
This project is a further development of the relationship
between ISG and Rightacres that has already seen ISG
successfully deliver the new Foster + Partners designed BBC
Cymru Wales headquarter building and Nr Two Central Square,
home to Hugh James and Cardiff University’s School of
Journalism, and significant public realm improvements.
This latest win was ISG’s single largest UK construction project
of 2019 and takes the contractor’s tally of work awarded at
Central Square past £200 million.

The mixed-use project is one of the largest developments
undertaken in the city centre, delivering circa 500,000 sq ft of
new space, which includes the 14-bay bus interchange with
a covered concourse, 318 apartments for the Private Rented
Sector and circa 90,000 sq ft of modern open-plan, quality
CAT A office space. The scheme embraces the construction
drive toward efficient practices and modern methods of
construction, utilising off-site manufactured bathroom pods
and a slip form system to accelerate the construction of the
concrete cores of the new building.
ISG will use an enclosed four-storey platform on a jacking
system to sequentially form the reinforced concrete frame
and immediately weather proof each floor as the platform
rises up the tower. Kevin McElroy, ISG project director,
commented: “The Cardiff Interchange has been one of the
most highly anticipated developments of recent years and
this announcement reflects real collaboration and vision
from all project stakeholders to create a mixed-use scheme
that delivers for our city. Not only will this dramatically
improve connectivity for businesses, residents and visitors to
Cardiff, but alongside the iconic BBC Wales headquarters will
transform this strategic gateway site.”
Jason Hyett, Rightacres project director, commented: “The
signing of the build contract marks a great landmark in the
project’s timeline and is thanks to the input of a great number
of people. We look forward to working with ISG and the
project team to deliver what will be another great building in
the city”.
Stephen Hill, Holder Mathias partner, said: “The interchange is
an extremely complex, challenging and multi-layered project
that, once complete, will provide a modern, innovative and
truly mixed-use set of environments. Not only will it deliver
Cardiff’s new bus and coach station, but it will provide a
landmark residential offer in a key city centre location and
dynamic new office accommodation. We are delighted to
have the opportunity to implement our designs in partnership
with Rightacres and ISG in a scheme that fuses so many vital
elements of the city together and is the final piece of the
Central Square regeneration development.” www.isgplc.com
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Iconic 1800s Manchester Warehouse
Opens Its Doors To Ambitious
Entrepreneurs And SME's

Bonded Warehouse,
the latest space within
Enterprise City, a 2 million
square foot (sq ft) tech,
media and cultural cluster,
has opened its doors to
small and medium sized
businesses. The iconic
1800's warehouse is
situated within the original Granada Studios
estate, in the heart of Manchester city centre,
and has been redesigned and reconfigured.
It now houses 10,000 sq ft of studio
workspace, 66,580 sq ft of workspace and
12,760 sq ft of retail and leisure space,
to provide everything needed for modern
business. The building, which was constructed
in the 1860's, will contain bespoke workspaces
and social spaces on every floor, a space
for wellness and fitness, a brewery and tap
room, Halcyon gin bar by Manchester gin
distillers, Zymurgorium, and Bonded Social, an
all-day/night coffee lounge for working and
socialising. Bonded Warehouse will also be

home to Exchange, a revolutionary new digital
and technology programme for the UK’s next
best start-ups, delivered in collaboration with
Tech Nation. Its mission is to support 2,000
ambitious individuals within the tech sector,
over a 15 year period. Exchange is funded by
the Department for Digital, Culture, Media &
Sport (DCMS), and supported by Manchester
City Council (MCC).
Bonded Warehouse is managed by All Work &
Social, the work and social spaces division of
the Allied London portfolio, and aims to create
the ultimate blend of community, commerce
and collaboration between its six levels of
workspaces, studios, retail spaces and tailored
event spaces. Bonded Warehouse encourages
its members to socialise and work together,
in order to foster opportunities for growth
and expansion, within its unique and inspiring
atmosphere, as Enterprise City creates the
future of modern industry.
www.enterprisecityuk.com/inventory/bondedwarehouse/.

Photo credit: Ed Reeve

Multiply By Waugh Thistleton
Architects Wins Wood Award
Waugh Thistleton Architects, in collaboration
with the American Hardwood Export Council
and ARUP, has won the Small Project
Category at the annual Wood Awards for its
design of MultiPly. The project is
a carbon-neutral, modular crosslaminated tulipwood pavilion
first unveiled at the V&A during
the London Design Festival in
September 2018.
The winners of the annual
Wood Awards were announced
at a ceremony held on 19th
November at Carpenters’ Hall in
London. Established in 1971, the
Wood Awards aims to recognise
and encourage outstanding
design, craftsmanship and
installation using wood.
MultiPly was one of London
Design Festival’s Landmark
projects, and a collaboration
between Waugh Thistleton
Architects, the American
Hardwood Export Council
and Arup. The judges praised
how its simple design cleverly
communicates the power of modularity.
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The vertical maze of stacked modules and
staircases creates labyrinthine spaces that
intertwine, inviting people to explore the use
of wood in architecture and reflect on how
we build our homes and cities. The pavilion
has been shown in three locations, each
iteration taking a different form.
The unassuming assembly of modules belies
the engineering challenges created by the
thinness of panels, significant cantilevers,
and the complexity of designing a structure
that can be reduced to a set of parts.
MultiPly provided an opportunity to push
the boundaries of CLT construction. Like a
piece of flat-packed furniture, it arrives as
a kit of parts and can be quietly assembled
in under a week. Designed around the
principles: reduce, reuse, recycle, MultiPly
demonstrates how panelized, CLT buildings
can be reused and reconfigured at the end
of their life.
The original pavilion was taken apart and
reassembled in two different locations: in
front of the Building Centre in London, then
onto Milan Design Week in 2019. It will be
shown in a new iteration in Europe in 2020.
www.waughthistleton.com
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CONDAIR CONFIGURE NEW HUMIDIFIER SELECTION TOOL
Condair is launching a web-based humidifier selection tool,
which enables AHU customers to design a humidification
system from within the AHU company’s own in-house
AHU design software. The software module, called Condair
Configure, allows manufacturers to design and quote AHUs
with a humidification element more quickly and easily, without
needing to liaise directly with a Condair sales engineer. As
the system is web-based, any humidifier project design can
be updated and revised whenever necessary, no matter what
time of the day or night. The API-based system is connected
to Condair’s own global in-house product selection software,
called HELP, so it is constantly updated over the internet with
all the latest product details. www.condair.co.uk

Optimising domestic soundproofing
with Maxiboard
Major upgrades to acoustic insulation levels are vital if
homeowners and tenants are to truly experience ‘comfort’ in
their domestic environment, matching the transformation of
the thermal efficiency of many UK homes. With only 25% of
UK homes being classed as detached, the lives of millions of
people living in terraced properties, semi-detached houses and
apartments are made a misery because of noisy neighbours.
Effective solutions begin with the soundproofing of adjoining
walls using Maxiboard Acoustic Boards from Sound Reduction
Systems. Maxiboard is a patented composite soundproof
board manufactured from cement and gypsum with a
polymeric core. The composite building board produced offers
excellent sound insulation performance and is a very strong,
high impact resistant board, suitable for taking screws and
fixings direct. Designed to be easily and quickly installed
within many different types of buildings, Maxiboard is ideal for
soundproofing new and existing walls.
It is part of a system in which the boards are fixed to Maxi
Resilient Bars to create an isolated frame, between which
Maxislab insulation panels sit, with the perimeter sealed with
SRS Acoustic Sealant. Standard plasterboards can then be
attached to the Maxiboards to deliver a routine finish and
décor. Maxiboard can be used to meet Part E of the Building
Regulations or just to improve domestic comfort from noisy
neighbours.
In addition to the complementary Maxislab high-density
mineral fibre cavity infill panels and Maxi Resilient Bars,
additional accessories including SRS Acoustic Socket Boxes
allow the acoustic integrity of a wall to maintained where
sockets and switches are installed. Find out more about
Maxiboard and the full range of soundproofing solutions from
Sound Reduction Systems at www.soundreduction.co.uk
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New fire resistant vapour control
layer

FIREFLY™ MEMBRANE WP OFFERS
CERTIFIED PROTECTION FOR WALL
CONSTRUCTIONS
As an independently tested, proven-in-practice and versatile
construction material, Membrane WP from the Firefly™ range
is ideally suited for use within facade build-ups and other
wall constructions, where it will offer weather as well as fire
protection while allowing moisture vapour to be vented from
the structure.

A. Proctor Group win at
Construction Marketing Awards
The A. Proctor Group received two awards at the prestigious
CMAs (Construction Marketing Awards) in London recently.
The A. Proctor Group won two categories: “Best Use
of Advertising” and “Best Big Budget Campaign”. Their
winning entry, a fashion-inspired campaign, featured five
fantastic costumes that were made completely out of their
high-performing construction membranes. The Marketing
Team at the A. Proctor Group worked with students from
the University of Edinburgh to design and construct these
outfits.
The completed costumes were then professionally modelled
and photographed at the company’s Dunkeld Road factory
site in Blairgowrie. The purpose of the costumes was to
create fictional “characters” that would help explain the
function and performance characteristics of the membranes,
and to show where in the building the membrane would be
installed during construction. CMA judges on the night of
the award commented that A. Proctor Group’s campaign
was “innovative and exceptionally well executed.”
www.proctorgroup.com

NEW GENERATION EXPANSION VESSELS

The A. Proctor Group has launched a new innovative highperformance fire-resistant vapour control layer, which is
air and vapour tight, thus improving the energy efficiency
and reducing the risk of condensation within residential and
commercial buildings. Procheck A2 is designed to protect the
building fabric from the potential risks of condensation, whilst
providing the added benefit of serving as an effective airtight
barrier.
The unique design consists of laminated glass fibre and foil
protected by a clear lacquer. It is this clear surface, which
provides Procheck A2 with the added benefit of a low
emissivity surface, which when used with a service cavity, can
enhance the overall performance of the building fabric, as well
as ensuring a high fire protection performance, with an A2sl,d0 fire classification. www.proctorgroup.com

Flamco has launched the new Flexcon range of new
generation expansion tanks with a huge 15 year
warranty. The Flexcon benefits from a new and unique
plastic membrane and offers raw materials and energy
savings. Flamco offers the new membrane for expansion
vessels from 2 to 80 litres in size. This new innovation
makes expansion vessels much more sustainable in
terms of environmental performance and durability, while
maintaining high quality. After intense reserach, Flamco
decided to replace the traditional rubber membrane with
one made of thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO). TPO can
be burned or recycled more
efficiently into other products
of the same quality than is the
case for rubber.
www.flamcogroup.com/uk

Developed in Australia and used worldwide, Firefly™ Membrane
WP is manufactured in the UK by Lancashire based TBA
Protective Technologies, while it has been certified as Class A2
Non-Combustible under the challenging EN 13501-1 standard
by industry renowned Warrington Fire Laboratories.
This means the membrane will not support a flame, propagate
smoke, toxic gases, flaming droplets or particles and has
achieved a rating of A2, s1, d0. Firefly™ Membrane WP is

supplied in 50 metre-long, 1.25 metre wide rolls with a nominal
0.2mm thickness, woven glass substrate which is aluminised on
one side. It is both strong and light to handle, weighing just 14
kg per roll.
Although the membrane must be protected from accidental
damage during storage and not left exposed to the elements
for long periods after installation, it has been tested to
withstand wind loadings equivalent to the UK’s most
challenging climatic conditions. www.tba-pt.com
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Duravit Offer New
RIBA Approved CPD:
Material Innovation
in Bathroom Design
Duravit are delighted to introduce their brand new
RIBA approved CPD: Material Innovation in Bathroom
Design. “We are totally committed to sharing Duravit’s
knowledge from the both the design and innovation
stand point. Our second CPD aims to help meet that
requirement as will additional CPD’s which will be
rolled out during 2020. Located in the heart of
London’s architecture and design district, Duravit’s
Showroom is ideally placed to host your CDP.
Alternatively we can visit architectural and design
practices to present the information in the privacy
of your own offices,” says Martin Carroll, MD Duravit
UK. For more information please visit www.ribacpd.
com and look under the Design, Construction and
Technology section. Bookings can be made by
contacting London@uk.duravit.com

Armstrong Ceiling
Solutions Launches
New Website
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions has relaunched its
website to better reflect its leading range of
mineral fibre ceiling and suspension systems.
The site's intuitive design makes finding
inspiration, specification and installation
resources faster and easier than ever before,
and for those who like to browse on the go, it
seamlessly adapts to mobile phones and tablets
while maintaining a user-friendly experience.
The new website advises specifiers and
installers on ceiling solutions that transform
interiors by highlighting what's new with the
company in terms of products, professional
development and services such as Armstrong's
newly-simplified ceiling recycling programme
which continues to help contractors, and the
environment, by diverting old tiles from landfill.

Tanker fleet expansion boosts
work volumes at Lanes

With clear precision, users are guided through
Armstrong's market-leading portfolio of mineral
ceiling tiles, floating ceilings and suspension
systems. Visitors to the site can accurately
match ceiling space requirements to a full
system solution for their next project with
ease by browsing products by segment and/or
special application.
Additionally, products can be searched by
performance criteria. Users can access technical
documentation and resources including
data sheets, installation and warranty files,
CAD drawings and BIM objects through the
‘Technical Library' and get added inspiration
from the latest images, videos and case studies
in the ‘Project Gallery' area. The new website
also makes it super-easy for users to order
samples, contact a technical expert and stay
up to date with developments by subscribing
to a newsletter or opening a ‘My Armstrong'
account. www.armstrongceilingsolutions.co.uk
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Drainage and water utilities specialist Lanes Group
plc has grown its service capability with continued
investment in a modern tanker fleet. In five years, the
company has built a fleet of 60 tankers to support
contracts with three water companies and a growing
number of commercial customers. Lanes delivers
framework tankering contracts for Severn Trent, Anglian
Water and Thames Water.
Tankers are also used to support a wet well cleaning
contract for Northumbrian Water. Lanes tankering
capability is augmented by its investment in specialist
vehicles, including both DISAB and KOKS Cyclovac
ultra high volume wet and dry vacuumation tankers.
Lanes works closely with clients to make bulk liquid and
sludge movements as sustainable and cost-effective as
possible, through selecting the right tankers, streamlining
transport systems and supporting dewatering initiatives.
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
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CCL Wetrooms launch New Tilesure Waterproof & Decoupling
Membrane
CCL Wetrooms, the UK’s leading wetroom specialist,
have launched Tilesure, a new Butyl Waterproofing
and Decoupling Membrane, suitable for waterproofing
timber and solid wetroom floors. Tilesure is an
evolution of the market leading RIW Tilesafe bitumenbased membrane, and has superior decoupling
properties of up to 12mm.
This ensures that any movement in the floor
substrate is accommodated, thus preventing the
grout and floor tiles from cracking. Tilesure bridges
any tension across the substrate and creates a secure
waterproof barrier that is guaranteed to remain
waterproof for the life of the wetroom tiles.
Tilesure is a 1.4mm self-adhesive waterproofing &
decoupling membrane, containing a copolymer layer
and polypropylene top fleece. Thanks to butyl’s
durability, the membrane can be installed simply and
easily on-site at all temperatures. The easy peel release
liner aids its installation on site, allowing the top layer to be walked on prior to the application of floor tiles. It is also
compatible with silicone sealants. For full technical details, please visit www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk/waterproofing or
call the technical team on 0844 327 6002

Compac Quartz Worksurfaces Add A
Tasteful Touch To Valencian Restaurant
Vaqueta Gastro Mercat is a unique
new restaurant situated in the centre
of Valencia, Spain. Entrance to the
restaurant is also unique - gained via
a high end green grocery shop whose
produce is also used in the restaurant.
Once in the restaurant, clients are treated
to a spectacular, flamboyantly decorated
dining area that can seat up to seventyfive, private dining rooms and open plan
kitchens also feature.

selected for the project as they met all the
specification requirements.

For tables, the open plan kitchen and
areas of wall cladding, architectural and
interior design studio Janfri & Ranchal
required a material that would look
spectacular, blend in with the use of other
natural materials and importantly, stand
up to the rigors of a busy restaurant.
COMPAC’s quartz worksurfaces: Ice White,
Ice Black and Unique Marquina™ were

COMPAC’s renowned engineering skills
ensures their quartz worksurfaces have
virtually zero porosity making them
easy to clean and maintain and they
will continue to perform and retain their
beauty for a lifetime of use.
www.compac.es

Ice White and Ice Black are part of
COMPAC’s Ice of Genesis collection
Inspired by the great ice lakes of the Artic.
Unique Marquina™, is part of their Unique
Collection, a range of quartz worksurfaces
inspired by the colours, beauty and
textures found in the world’s great rivers,
forests, lakes and mountains.

Enhance The Bathroom
Experience With A Pressalit
Toilet Seat
When it comes to the bathroom, there’s nothing quite as important as
comfort. With award-winning Scandinavian design, toilet seats from
Pressalit are the perfect addition to any bathroom. Manufactured with
advanced engineering in Pressalit’s own factory in Denmark, this is a
range that is not just designed for comfort and hygiene, but crucially
built to last. The high quality of each seat creates something special for
the bathroom.
With features in the range including sleek lines, soft close, stainless
steel hinges for stability, lift off hinges, both sandwich and wrap over
tops, there’s no compromise on comfort, ease of cleaning or quality
with Pressalit’s timeless design. Allowing multi-fit to many different
universal bowls, or created as a perfect match to specific toilet bowl
designs, a Pressalit seat brings both durability and longevity to the
bathroom. Manufactured from colour ingrained Duroplast, Pressalit is
so assured of the design and craftsmanship of its range, every toilet
seat comes with a 10 year warranty.
With the easy clean Model 2000, its smooth lines and adjustable
stainless-steel bottom mounted hinges this is a toilet seat that offers
superior support thanks to its gentle slope and comfortable sit position.
With 40 models in the Multi fit and Collection ranges, Pressalit toilet
seats can support up to 240 kg, with styles suitable for regular private
use, frequent public use and heavy public use where extra stability is
required. www.pressalit.com
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Emily has grown up surrounded by lighting.
Her late father ran a successful British lighting
manufacturing business and her husband
has his own commercial lighting company.
However, lighting wasn’t initially her first
career choice; Emily worked with her father
in her school holidays and it was then that
she discovered her love for lighting. With over
20 years in the industry her knowledge of lumens, watts,
light levels and the effect and impact they can make is
extensive.

Glow Lighting - Adding Creative
Twist To Traditional Techniques
And Designs
In 2015 Emily Butterill established Glow Lighting. Her ethos is to design
and manufacture traditional lighting with a contemporary twist.
Each of the lights produced by Glow is customisable and can be tailored
to a client’s individual needs.
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During her time working with her father, Emily learned
about the necessary business elements and other
manufacturing methods that unknowingly equipped her
to start her own business years later. Emily has harnessed
traditional glass blowing and metal spinning techniques
but brings with it a contemporary styling that suits present
day interiors. By specialising in high quality, customisable,
British made
lighting and
offering
exceptional
customer service
Glow Lighting
has gone from
strength to
strength. The
entire collection
is designed
by Emily, and
her grasp of
colour and
design enables her to bring out the intrinsic beauty of
the materials, which are brought to life in 13 shades of
exceptional quality glass.

So much so that if a different colour is required to
bring an interior palette together, the team at Glow
Lighting can RAL colour match using special glass
paint. The same Yorkshire metal spinners that make
the majority of Glow’s ceiling roses hand spin a range
of metal pendant lights, with finishes including copper,
aluminium, nickel and burnt steel; this is oiled and then
burnt to produce a stunning iridescent finish. These
lights offer a sleek or industrial alternative to a glass or
fabric shade and are unique to Glow Lighting.
www.glowlighting.co.uk

This unique lighting can be hung in singles or clusters;
customers can add a wall light, match them with a table
lamp or introduce a mixture of shapes and colours allowing
them to reflect their own interior style. Making all the lights
by hand for each customer means that every element is
fully customisable, offering a choice in size and colour
of glass, metal finish and cable length and colour, which
makes it truly individual.
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Unique Bianco™
From Compac.
A Unique Personality
Unique Bianco™ is an exciting new
addition to COMPAC’s renowned Unique
Collection – a distinctive, elegant range of
quartz worksurfaces whose designs have
been inspired by the textures, beauty and
durability of nature’s rivers, forests, lakes,
mountains and landscapes. Unique Bianco™
has strength, movement and texture. A
worksurface with its own unique personality,
featuring a complex yet natural vein design
reminiscent of gossamer thin leaves found
on the forest floor.
Unique Bianco™ is available in a polished
finish that intensifies its surface colour, or
a new state-of- the-art crêpe finish which
combines a fine roughness with a unique
delicateness to provide a pure, flawless,
non- glare finish. Whether used as a kitchen
or bathroom worksurface or for cladding
a wall or a floor, Unique Bianco™ will
transform spaces in the home or workplace
into something quite extraordinary.

Writable Dividing Walls For Global Bank’s
UK Offices
As part of a refurbishment project, Bank of America wanted to maximise space at their Chester
Business Park offices. Style was contracted to work with architect TP Bennett and contractor
Amspec, to design a partitioning solution that would allow the meeting rooms to be used more
flexibly, as well as encourage collaborative working practices. Two Dorma Hüppe Variflex, semiautomatic, white laminate operable
walls enable the main meeting
room to be quickly divided into two
separate areas.
Boasting an impressive 59dB
acoustic integrity, the walls allow
concurrent meetings to run entirely
undisturbed. Injecting vibrancy and
inspiring lively sharing of ideas and
information, Style also installed
six brightly coloured, moveable
glass ‘squiggle’ panels, providing
magnetic, writable surfaces for use
in dynamic discussions.
Housed within black, powdercoated Dorma Varitrans profiles,
perfectly matching the black
powder coated head-track, these
stunning panels can be moved into any position along 30 metres of track.
www.style-partitions.co.uk
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COMPAC’s Unique Collection benefits from
the company’s innovative engineering skills
which ensures a virtually zero porosity
surface which is easy to clean and maintain
and will continue to perform and retain
its elegance and beauty for a lifetime of
use. Unique Bianco™ - part of the Unique
Collection from COMPAC. www.compac.es

Salice Pocket Doors Power Ahead

Salice has introduced an updated version of its
industry–standard pocket door system. Designated
Exedra, the new version incorporates a linear magnetic
damper that gently controls the movement of the door
as it moves smoothly and silently into and out of its
recess. In addition, a Smove piston cushions the door
as it closes onto the cabinet.
Walter Gosling, Branch Director for Salice UK Ltd
commented, “All our pocket door systems are now
supplied in the Exedra version and, like the previous
systems, are made to measure and fully assembled
ready for installation. Their customer friendly features
saw a healthy month-by-month increase in sales in
2019”. www.saliceuk.co.uk
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Soft Colours - Big Impact: Nuances
Of White Make Their Mark In The
Bathroom
Lighter shades create extremely inviting bathrooms. “Off White” has become
increasingly more popular as shade within the bathroom – a mixture of white and
gentle beige – creates a modern, urban feel. Duravit uses shades of white within its
new Duravit Viu/XViu and Happy D.2 Plus bathroom ranges.
This subtle, understated look creates scope for individual design and
creative options. The muted white is also found in the new version
of the Happy D. design classic; Happy D.2 Plus features new Nordic
White Satin Matt furniture finish creating an expressive combination of
options in monochrome, harmonious tone-in-tone or contrasting. The
new Viu ceramics series and the XViu bathroom furniture range from
sieger design point to the future of designer bathrooms.
The post-industrial elegance of the furniture appears to emerge from
the softer, organic forms of washbasin and bath. This combination of
light and dark styling can be created through the selection of appropriate colours such
as the contrast of Black Matt profiles with light shades, while champagne-coloured
profiles paired with white furniture surfaces give the bathroom a more gentle air.
www.duravit.co.uk
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Sounding
Out
1950’s
Design

An intriguing new Milan styled Italian
café has opened on Essex Road, Islington
designed by well-known Italian studio
Vudafieri-Saverino Partners. The 240 sqm
‘Latteria’ is inspired by Milanese culture
and style with a warm and informal
atmosphere in white and red. This is
complemented by Troldtekt wood wool
panels on the ceiling painted white to
blend in and used to soften the acoustics
and reduce background noise.
Troldtekt panels are frequently used in
this kind of open plan environment to
combat noise generated by the kitchen
machinery, staff and customers which
is exacerbated by bouncing off the hard
surfaces. This is particularly true in this
project where the design harks back
to the 1950’s and features an openplan kitchen coupled with hard surface
lacquers and laminates, polished and
satin-finished steel, tiled walls and marble
floors.
Troldtekt’s acoustic panels absorb both
direct and reverberated sound. They
help to strike the balance between
a lively and welcoming environment
and an experience where the venue is
uncomfortably loud. This is important
because customers’ comfort and a
willingness to spend time and money
is decreased in a noisy environment.
Specified throughout the UK and
Europe, the benefits of 100% Troldtekt
natural wood wool panels include high
sound absorption, high durability,
natural breathability, low cost life cycle
performance and sustainability.
This high performance is recognised
by their Cradle to Cradle certification
at Silver level. Available in various sizes
and in four grades from extreme fine to
coarse, the panels can be left untreated
or painted in virtually any RAL colour.
www.troldtekt.co.uk
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Safe Environment
Supported with Yeoman
Shield Anti-Ligature
Handrail System
Yeoman Shield Anti-Ligature handrail system is being
utilised in a dementia unit in South Wales. Ysbyty George
Thomas, as part of Cwm Taf Health board’s Valley Life
Initiative, has recently undergone a refurbishment to
become a health and wellbeing centre for people with
cognitive and memory problems.
Throughout the design process of the new Dementia
Unit, comfort and functionality for clients who would
be accessing the area was paramount. Not only were
aesthetics taken into consideration with a stunning welsh
valleys mural wallpaper installed in between bright colourful
“front doors” but safety aspects were of a prime concern.
For safeguarding measures Yeoman Shield’s Anti-Ligature
Guardian Handrail was chosen, as both a supportive and
wall protection rail system, along the main corridor of
Ysbyty George Thomas as well as through the Dementia
Unit.

This Anti-Ligature handrail has a continuous fixing block
which runs the full length of the back of the rail eliminating
any points that can easily have a length of material or
cord wound around it, preventing the possibility of harm
to patients. To ensure that the terminating ends of the
handrail are not used in a similar way, a tightly fitted wall
return is added to enclose the ends allowing no gaps
between the wall and rail.
Supplied in a dark grey colour to contrast with the light
wall colour scheme, the Guardian Handrail dovetailed
perfectly into the wall paper design
by resembling the top of the depicted
drystone walling. “
We are exceptionally pleased with
the new Dementia Unit and the look,
quality and functionality of the Yeoman
Shield Anti-Ligature Guardian Handrail”
commented Jeanne Smith, Directorate
Support Manager, Mental Health, Cwm
Taf University Health Board. For more
information go to
www.yeomanshield.com
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Sustainability And Sound Design
at The Chamberlain Hotel

Unique Carrara™ From Compac.
Let There Be Light.

When interior design company Sibley Grove was appointed to re-design the public areas at The
Chamberlain Hotel near Tower Hill in London, sustainability was paramount. The company ethos
states that design should be a vehicle for positive change – both environmentally and socially.
Consequently, to help achieve this, Troldtekt’s wood wool panels make an important contribution
to the overall design of the luxurious
interpretation of an industrial basement
bar.

Unique Carrara™ is an exciting new addition to COMPAC’s
renowned Unique Collection – a distinctive and elegant range of
quartz worksurfaces whose designs have been inspired by the
textures, beauty and durability of nature’s rivers, forests, lakes,
mountains and landscapes. Unique Carrara™ is a worksurface
unique in every respect. Combining style and originality with a
subtle meandering vein design that will light up any space in the
home or workplace.

As part of the concept, the interior has
been stripped back to create height and
volume, revealing structural columns and
ductwork within. In addition, the façade
has been adapted so that natural light can
flood in and reveal the inner working of
the space. By its very nature, this created
a lot of hard surfaces so Troldtekt’s
acoustic wood wool panels were specified
to help combat the problems generated
by noise and reverberated sounds.
The designers were keen to specify as
many sustainable and Cradle-to-Cradle
certified materials as possible such as
wall and floor tiles, timber, carpets and
Troldtekt’s wood wool ceilings (certified
to Silver Level). By specifying these products, the environmental impact is minimal and also that, if
and when the time comes for a change, the materials can be reused, re-appropriated. recycled or
upcycled. www.troldtekt.co.uk
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Unique Carrara™ is available in a polished finish that intensifies
surface colours or a glacé finish that provides a smooth soft
sensation to the touch, Whether used as a kitchen or bathroom
worksurface or for cladding a wall or a floor, Unique Carrara™ will
transform spaces in the home or workplace into something quite
extraordinary.
COMPAC’s Unique Collection benefits from the company’s
innovative engineering skills which ensures a virtually zero porosity surface which
is easy to clean and maintain and will continue to perform and retain its elegance
and beauty for a lifetime of use. Unique Carrara™ part of the Unique Collection from
COMPAC - truly a sign of perfection. www.compac.es
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Sto Acoustic System
Proves Beneficial For A
Royal College Auditorium

An integrated acoustic solution from Sto
has been used to create a balanced acoustic
environment for a major Scottish medical
training establishment. The StoSilent Distance
system has been installed in the main
auditorium space at the world-famous Royal
College of Physicians of Edinburgh.
The college provides specialist education,
training and examination services for the
medical profession, and the Physicians
International Conference Centre auditorium
plays a key role in these activities. Says Neil
Greenshields of LDN Architects, “our aim
was to reduce the auditorium’s reverberation
times, increase speech intelligibility and to
work to the 0.9 second remit. The StoSilent
Distance system provided an excellent way to
achieve the required acoustics and aesthetics
within the space.”
The StoSilent Distance system incorporates a
metal profile sub-construction, onto which the
recycled, expanded glass granulate acoustic
boards are fitted. This lightweight, monolithic
system can be used to create clean, seamless
and uncluttered ceiling solutions. Where
ceiling voids are being used to accommodate
services behind the system, it can be adjusted
to suit the requirements, as in this case, and
to achieve a certain aesthetic and shape to
suit the space, creating a modern, clean,
homogeneous, seamless appearance.

StoSilent Distance system includes a versatile
suspension system to which the acoustic
boards are installed. Together with the fact
that the boards are lightweight, easy to cut
and form onsite, this gave us the flexibility we
needed to create the design of the individual
hemispheres and help create the clean,
seamless surfaces that were required.”
The benefit of the
StoSilent Distance
system to the enduser and onsite
building management
team is that it can
be maintained and
effectively repaired
throughout the
lifetime of the
auditorium, to
maintain its clean,
monolithic appearance well into the future.
Sto’s specially-formulated
StoSilent Décor M acoustic plaster was used
to finish the acoustic system. This sprayapplied finish features a minimal granular
aesthetic which has a high degree of light
resolution, and this helped create a visually
attractive finish for the auditorium. StoSilent
Décor M can be tinted to match both RAL
colours, subject to confirmation, and a wide
range of shades from the StoColor system.
www.sto.co.uk

Malcolm Cochrane Photography courtesy
of the Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh.

“The curved design of the auditorium
posed certain challenges, in that there
were a number of structural elements
which effectively cut across the curves,”
adds John Russell of Roskel Contracts Ltd,
a Sto authorized applicator who installed
the acoustic system. “Fortunately, the
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Hospital Installs Yeoman Shield
to Help Maintain Fire Doors
Stockport NHS Trust runs both community NHS services and Stepping Hill
Hospital, which serves people across the areas of Stockport and the High Peak.
With the responsibility of the safety and comfort of so many patients and staff,
it is important that the trust maintain a high-quality standard within the built
environment.
When fire doors in the ground floor corridor of the hospital were identified as
having minor damage to edges and panels, the trust engaged
with Yeoman Shield to provide a solution to stop the damage
from becoming a major concern. Left unchecked this type of
impairment can lead to the non-conformity and malfunction
of a fire door. Yeoman Shield supplied and installed fire rated
FD30 Door Edge Protectors to the leading and hinged edges
of double swing door sets along the corridor.
Door faces were fitted with Yeoman Shield 2mm thick
FalmouthEx protection panels, to guard against impact damage mainly caused
by the movement of wheeled and motorised trolleys. Now that the hospital’s
fire doors have Yeoman Shield protection fitted, the life cycle of the doors
will be extended, avoiding the costly task of replacing them. Yeoman Shield
door protection products have been fully fire tested to the current standards
required. www.yeomanshield.com

Library Facility Open All Hours
Delivering a highly functional, yet stunning
entrance solution to the Cochrane Building at
Cardiff University, TORMAX was contracted
by Ian Williams Ltd to install a combination of
advanced automatic door systems. A single-leaf
swing door leads into an internal lobby area that
is formed using an elegant curved automatic
sliding door.

and provides first-class teaching facilities
for future doctors, nurses and healthcare
professionals. Out-of-hours, the curved
automatic door can be securely locked,
restricting access to the Cochrane Building.
Students can make use of the library 24/7 as it
remains accessible at all times from the entrance
lobby.

The entrance to the library is directly off this
lobby, allowing staff and student access at all
times, even when the main part of the building is
closed off by securely locking the curved door.

This TORMAX entrance solution creates a
substantial opening width that encourages the
free flow of foot traffic and welcomes less able
users into the Cochrane Building. The curved
sliding door is powered by the iMotion 2202
door drive whilst the swing door is fitted with
the iMotion 1201 operator.

Both doors are powered by Swiss-designed
TORMAX iMotion operators, ensuring precise,
whisper-quiet opening and closing that is
appropriate for an important study area such as
this. Reliability is unsurpassed thanks to a unique
design feature of iMotion door drives which
negates the need for parts that often wear
out, such as gears and brushes, considerably
reducing maintenance requirements and
unscheduled down-time.
The 6,200m² BREEAM ‘Excellent’ building has
been named in honour of Dr Archie Cochrane
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AC motor technology combines with a state-ofthe-art microprocessor control system to ensure
permanent monitoring of the movements of
both doors, making automatic adjustments as
necessary to maximise performance. As well as
being certified for rescue and escape routes, an
electro-mechanical locking mechanism ensures a
high level of security protection.
www.tormax.co.uk
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Fresh Ideas For
Interior Doors In 2020

Every range also shows a simply Price Indicator, allowing
easy comparison between potential options for that perfect
specification. Vicaima have introduced some pioneering products
that are certain to gain wide appeal. These include: Primed 2 Go,
a revolutionary, polymer faced door for painting that requires no
surface sanding or priming, saving time and money on site.

As a new decade commences, professionals everywhere are
seeking fresh inspiration for interiors, whether for commercial
spaces or residential living. This desire for innovative performance
and trend-setting designs is most notable when it comes to
interior doors, whose influence upon a room can have a marked
effect on the surrounding décor, lifting and invigorating adjacent
space.
Bringing clarity to this process is Vicaima, who have just
launched their 2020 Interior Door Selector. Packed with ideas,
this brochure is an essential tool for every specifier. Now an
annual and eagerly anticipated event, the 2020 edition of the
Vicaima Interior Door Selector has over 100 pages filled with
doors and doorsets that suit a multitude of applications, tastes
and budgets. Its simple to navigate layout has been designed
to make the selection process straightforward, with at a glance
guides to form, function and fire, or indeed other desired
performance criteria.
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Deep Textured Finish, creating the authentic touch of an open
grain in a matt finish that can be applied to a selection of
veneered and stained veneered doors. An extension to the Visual
Sensation foil door range, introducing 4 new matt finishes and
new horizontal grain options in both the Naturdor Stained and
Dekordor SD Foil ranges. Naturally, it’s not just about great
design and trend setting aesthetics.
As specialists in performance products, Vicaima set the
benchmark for fire certification, coupled with security and
acoustic solutions. With a growing market awareness of the
needs of providing peace of mind when it comes to fire safety,
specifiers gain confidence from a supplier like Vicaima, who
achieved 54 minutes during recent MHCLG testing of their
30-minute door assemblies.
This, coupled with Secure By Design approval and FSC
environmental certification, makes Vicaima the obvious choice
for demanding locations. Download a copy of the 2020 Interior
Door Selector today by visiting www.vicaima.com
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Crittall Screens At The
Heart Of New Innovation
Centre
An ambitious project to boost the creative industries sector
in the north-east of England has used Crittall Innervision
steel screens and doors as a key design element. A former
Grade II listed post office in Hartlepool’s Whitby Street has
been transformed to become The BIS, the town’s new hub
for business start-ups offering a range of office and workshop
spaces augmented by specialist support.
The £4million project, backed by Hartlepool Borough Council
and the Tees Valley Combined Authority, is viewed as the
catalyst for an innovation and skills quarter in a Victorian
conservation area close to the town centre. Leeds-based
architects Group Ginger have retained the existing post
office building and augmented it with a modern two-storey
extension.
The two parts of the building are linked by a covered courtyard, described as a multi-function
open social space which is where Innervision steel screens and doors, based on Crittall’s
Corporate W20 profiles, have been used. Acting as glass walls for individual workspaces,
they also look out onto the social space to encourage collaborative partnership working
and interaction between the new occupants of The BIS. www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Neaco’s Design Input Enhances
Luxury Apartments
A development of luxury retirement properties in
Swanland, near Hull, has utilised Neaco’s design
and manufacturing expertise for an pecification
of glass balconies. Designed by Loroc Architects,
Stapleton Court is a collection of spacious one
and two-bedroom apartments from retirement
housebuilder, McCarthy & Stone. Neaco’s
Clearview walk-on balconies have been installed
throughout, providing extensive terraces to
enhance each property with generous outdoor
space.
The terrace decking is manufactured from
Neaco’s Neatdek aluminium decking, an A1 Fire
Rated system which is fully compliant with the
latest fire safety regulations. Neaco worked with
Loroc and McCarthy & Stone to develop a bespoke
balcony solution for Stapleton Court, but the
company also supplies pre-assembled modular

balconies comprising a range of standardised
components, including Neatdek aluminium
decking, toughened glass panels and aluminium
handrails and stanchions in a non-chip powder
coating that provides a maintenance-free finish.
The systems are manufactured and assembled
off-site for fast installation. Neaco also designs
and manufactures a range of other architectural
products, including glass Juliet balconies,
stainless steel balustrade, industrial balustrade,
structural glass balustrade, adaptive bathing
facilities and aluminium open grilles for screening,
cladding and solar shading. All products have a
Lifetime Guarantee. www.neaco.co.uk

Ventilated Garage
Doors Enable Seamless
Integration Of Vertical
Timber Cladding
Custom-made garage doors and car port doors from Rundum
Meir, which provide natural ventilation and daylighting
into enclosed garage spaces, can perfectly integrate into
contemporary architecture featuring vertical timber boardon-batten cladding to achieve a seamless aesthetic result.
The concept is perfectly illustrated at the award-winning
Abode development by Countryside Properties in
Cambridgeshire, where the architects Proctor and Matthews
sought to deliver uniformity across different housing styles
using a limited palette of materials. Key to this was the use
of horizontal and vertical cladding, which was extended into
the doors for the car ports manufactured by Rundum Meir
in matching oak. And by choosing a ventilated door design,
fresh air and daylight is allowed to flow through the car ports from the rear gardens,
adding an interesting visual dimension.
Every Rundum Meir garage door is made-to-order, which ensures any concept, material
choice, style or size can be precision engineered to perfectly fit the design intent. This
allows the specification of garage doors which are multi-functional, such as to assist with
natural ventilation in the garage or as a vent for a building’s air conditioning system.
Vertical cladding with clean sightlines is a feature of many of the best examples of
contemporary architecture, and this aesthetic goal can be maintained with ease thanks
to Rundum Meir’s choice of side sliding, side opening sectional and overhead sectional
garage doors. www.rundumgaragedoors.co.uk
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Rinnai And The Art Of
Zen + Zen Plus
Rinnai, global leaders in continuous flow hot water
heating products and systems, is introducing the Zen &
Zen Plus home hot water & heating system which marries
established and proven manufacture durability with
new technologies to offer great energy efficiencies, user
control and, importantly, unparalleled level of comfort.
The Rinnai Zen & Zen Plus system will increase comfort
and reduce energy usage whilst also providing a highly
economically solution for today’s changing marketplace.
‘Our core expertise is the mass production of long-term
reliable combustion products with advanced technologies
– we are a global leader and make over 2 million water
heating units every year for domestic, residential and
commercial applications. We have been researching and
monitoring the UK domestic heating market for several
years until we had a proven system. That time is now, and
we are offering hot water heating units together with a
superior performance combi boiler in 24, 29- and 35-kW
outputs,’ says Chris Goggin, head of Rinnai UK operations.

Omnie Underfloor And Ground
Source Package Warms Stylish
Welsh Property
Some of the features of Zen & Zen Plus are: IOT controller
as standard; Fast heating mode; DHW pre-heat function saving wasted water; Energy monitor function allows user
to monitor energy usage; flue runs up to 30 meters, Rinnai
boiler App for android and IOS; constant temperatureaccurate hot water delivery at continuous flow rates.

An individually designed and highly energy efficient private
house, nearing completion in South Wales, is making extensive
use of the technologies available within the range of South-West
based OMNIE: including two types of underfloor heating system,
employed to maximise the efficiency and comfort delivered by one
of the manufacturer’s ground source heat pumps.

There are also smart Wifi controller and App benefits;
The Rinnai app seamlessly connects to the controller in
the property; the user can control the boiler remotely
adjusting temperature, setting weekly and daily
programmes, receiving alarm functions, monitor energy
usage and set limits. The Wifi and boiler controller also
uses GPS from the user’s mobile to bring on the heat
when you are getting close to home to ensure the house
is warm when you arrive. Rinnai Zen & Zen Plus are
available for use with both natural gas and LPG.
www.rinnai-uk.co.uk

The five-bedroom home near Yerberston, Pembrokshire, has been
built by Richard Scourfield for himself and his family, targeting
very low running costs and minimising environmental impact.
In addition to excellent insulation standards from the mainly
traditional construction, one of OMNIE’s SWCV 122 H1 ground
source heat pumps was chosen to supply both ample domestic
hot water for the multiple bathrooms and space heating throughout.
Using a flow temperature of just 400 C, the heat delivery is via OMNIE’s TorFloor UFH system across the ground
floor rooms which include the lounge, study, kitchen/breakfast, utility and a guest bedroom, while the LowBoard 15
alternative was preferred upstairs for the master and other bedrooms. Ideal for retrofit where head height may be
restricted, as well as new build projects, LowBoard comes in 15mm and 22mm thicknesses, the underfloor heating
panels being floated or mechanically fixed over a flat timber or solid sub-floor. www.omnie.co.uk

Humidity Keeps The Spiders
Healthy At London Zoo
Condair has supplied a Condair CP3 Mini steam humidifier for
the “spider nursery” at ZSL London Zoo. The compact wallmounted humidifier provides up to 4kg of steam per hour to
the atmosphere, with its built-in fan unit. This is sufficient to
maintain the ideal air humidity of 70%RH, as the arachnids
would have enjoyed in their indigenous habitats from around
the world.
Dave Clarke, ZSL’s Head of Invertebrates, comments, "having
worked with Condair since 2008, we now rely on their steam
humidifiers, which we find both efficient and easy to use.
They are particularly important for our irreplaceable populations of endangered
species, for example our Polynesian tree snails, many of which are now
sadly extinct in the wild.” The Condair CP3 Mini is ideal for small areas such
as London Zoo’s spider nursery, due to its built-in fan unit and user-friendly
design. The humidifier has a discreet fan incorporated into the top of its
cabinet to disperse the steam into a room.
This makes the humidifier very compact and is unlike most other humidifiers
of its type, which are supplied with an additional bolt-on fan unit element.
The CP3 Mini installed at the Spider Nursery has exposed drain and electrical
connections, but it can be installed with rear entering services, to avoid visible
pipes and cables. This makes the system ideal for public areas or offices, which
want an attractive and discreet humidity control solution. www.condair.co.uk
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LG Provides
Air Conditioning
For New
Engie HQ

Stelrad’s Low Surface Temperature
Radiators Contribute To Special
Housing Development

Stelrad Radiators low
surface temperature
radiators (LST) have
been selected for a
housing development
in Torfaen in South
Wales,
designed
for
people
with
physical and mental
disabilities. 42 LST
radiators have been
supplied for the project, the
majority of which are the latest
LST i Plus models. There are also
14 LST i Plus Xtra Protection
models, designed to be used
in areas that experience high
humidity such as wet rooms.
The Ty’r Hen Ysgol development, at the former Ysgol Panteg Primary School site in Pontypool, features seven new bespoke
apartments to meet multi-disciplinary needs across many diverse physical and mental disabilities. Experiencing the wide
range of features that have been incorporated in these apartments to keep the tenants safe and comfortable is extremely
moving and highlights high level understanding of the needs of this group of potential tenants. Low surface temperature
radiators offer ‘safe to touch’ heating and are being specified increasingly across the UK for situations where the heating
needs to meet NHS Guidance for ‘Safe Hot Water and surface temperature’ – in hospitals, care and nursing homes, as well
as sheltered housing, schools and nurseries as well as an increased amount of housing that may be used by vulnerable
people during that home’s lifetime.
LST radiators are designed to ensure they offer as much protection as possible to those for whom they are designed to
provide heating. As well as ensuring the casing never exceeds 43 degrees C, they also include rounded corners and edges
to the design to avoid damage from sharp edges. www.stelrad.com

ESi – helping you remain in control of your heating
ESI Controls is taking a lead in offering the latest, quality heating controls. It now offers its
best-selling RTP4RF (Programmable RF Room Stat) with OpenTherm technology, ensuring
greater energy efficiency and cheaper energy bills whilst offering protection to your boiler.
ESi has further improved its 7 day, 5/2, 24hr programmable room stat, which comes with key
features that include landlord service safety and lockout capabilities. With OpenTherm, energy
efficiency can be improved by as much as 14%.
The RTP4RF+ offers an easy choice solution for all housing associations and social housing
providers and contractors. As the every-day home becomes ever better connected to
the homeowner, ESI Controls is releasing a new Wi-Fi controlled thermostat, enabling the
homeowner not only to gain greater control of their heating, but to be able to do so, wherever
they are. www.esicontrols.co.uk
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The occupier of new offices in Hatfield
inherited background air conditioning but
through the dividing up of the floor plate
of the second floor at Titan Court into
smaller offices and meeting rooms, needed
additional air conditioning that could be
controlled room by room.
The solution was an LG 3 pipe Heat
recovery Multi V 5 VRF system connected
to twelve indoor ceiling mounted cassette
units - each individual room sporting the
name of a famous Arsenal footballer from
recent history – rather giving away the
allegiance of the company’s owner! Rooms
in the new building are named after the
likes of Bergkamp, Henry, Merson and
Adams!
LG used its advanced LATS CAD software
to display the concept of the installation to
the client prior to the decision to select LG
equipment for the task. LG Air Conditioner
Technical Solutions (LATS) CAD 2.0 is a
fast and effective way to create drawing
plans for LG Air Conditioning Technologies
systems.
There are separate tab for LATS on the
Autodesk® AutoCAD® ribbon bar and
this tab takes you to two menus for easily
navigating various features of LATS. In
addition, the system selected included the
specification of an LG AC Smart 5 Central
Controller as well as wireless controls for
each room. For more information, head for
partner.lge.com/uk, or you can email LG at
uk.aircon@lge.com.

PRICE & PERFORMANCE MAKE
DOMUS VENTILATION MVHR SYSTEM
THE CHOICE FOR DEVELOPMENT

Domus Ventilation’s HRXE
Mechanical Ventilation with
Heat Recovery (MVHR)
systems are being installed
in to the new Abbey Wharf
residential development in
Alperton, London. Located
in the London Borough of
Brent on a former disused
industrial site overlooking
a canal, Abbey Wharf
will feature 111 shared
ownership homes, 24 homes
for affordable rent and two
commercial units.
It is a Clarion Housing
Group development, in partnership with Inland Homes. To
provide the new homes with adequate ventilation and to
achieve BREEAM status, which identifies the development
as being a more sustainable environment that enhances
the well-being of the people who live there, Domus
Ventilation HRXE MVHR systems with Domus ducting
are being installed by Grant Walker Engineering in every
apartment.
Steve Goodall, Project Manager at Grant Walker
Engineering, cites the systems’ competitive pricing and
performance as the key deciding factors in system choice.
www.domusventilation.co.uk
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Trend Is The Perfect
Fit For L.L.Bean

The company also has 27 retail stores outside of Maine,
as well as 10 outlets. In addition to its retail sites,
L.L.Bean’s US operation comprises a number of office
buildings, call centres, manufacturing and distribution
sites, and a data centre.

Controlling energy use and maintaining comfort
conditions across a multi-site organisation relies
upon a building energy management system
(BEMS) that can produce accurate information in
real time. It’s why leading US based clothing and
outdoor recreation equipment specialist, L.L.Bean,
benefits from a long-term partnership with Trend
Control Systems. A true pioneer in the provision
and popularity of clothing and equipment designed
for use in the great outdoors, L.L.Bean has been
delivering classic styles and expert advice for over
100 years.

Tom Leslie, heating, ventilation and air conditioning
supervisor at L.L.Bean, comments, ‘With multiple
locations it’s important to be able to monitor, manage
and reduce energy use and ensure that each building is
operating optimally, while keeping customers, staff and
visitors comfortable. We have worked closely with FMC
Technologies for over 15 years to install and maintain
our BEMS infrastructure, with a goal of reduced energy
use.’
Dave Snowdon, engineering manager and vice president
at FMC Technologies, takes up the story and says, ‘Our
longstanding relationship with L.L.Bean began when
we were asked to integrate third party building control
devices with Trend BEMS technology in the company’s
data centre, and since then we have rolled out Trend
equipment across 25 locations.’ Having visibility into
energy use in real time is vital to Tom Leslie and his

In 1912 Leon Leonwood Bean started up the
company in Freeport, Maine, and from these
humble beginnings the company has grown to a
global organisation with annual sales of $1.6bn.
The company’s 200,000ft 2 flagship store is
located on the original site where Leonwood Bean
opened his first shop and today the store draws
close to three million visitors each year.

team. To meet this requirement L.L.Bean’s BEMS is
configured around Trend’s pioneering IQ ® VISION,
which integrates Trend controllers, third party smart
devices and internet protocols into a centralised
software platform that offers the ability to highlight and
investigate energy use.
In order to fully exploit the benefits of open protocols,
each building also has a Trend Open Network Node –
TONN8 – installed, which interfaces directly with the
centralised IQ ® VISION. Information from each TONN8
is configured to show users the information they need in
real time and, just as importantly, enables L.L.Bean’s inhouse technicians to troubleshoot and fix issues quickly
and easily.
The L.L.Bean estate has a diverse range of Trend
controllers installed, ranging from IQ ® 2 and IQ ® 3
devices right through to the latest IQ ® 4, IQ ® 4NC
and IQ ® ECO products. For further information please
call Trend’s marketing department on 01403 211888 or
email marketing@trendcontrols.com

This Must Be Just Like Living In Paradise!
A £52 million student accommodation development in
Coventry is using smoke and heat exhaust ventilation
(SHEV) systems from SE Controls to enhance fire safety
by providing smoke free escape routes for almost 1000
students living at Paradise Student Village. The new
building incorporates three towers with 10, 12 and 14
storeys respectively, together with an extensive 3 storey
town house structure that is arranged in a
‘wall’ below the towers and adjacent to
the city’s ring road.
To meet fire safety and smoke
ventilation requirements, the buildings
are separated into six individual fire
zones with dedicated smoke control
solutions from SE Controls serving each
zone, which protects stairwells and
corridors by keeping escape routes clear
of smoke if a fire should occur.
The town house is separated into three
zones with the ‘cluster corridor’ in each
being protected by a mechanical smoke
ventilation system, using duty and standby SHEVTEC® fans, with replacement air supplied by
automatic opening lobby dampers connected to a natural
air inlet shaft.
In addition, two of the town house zones also have a
stair lobby, each of which is protected by an automatic
louvre vent at the head of the stairs. Once triggered by
a fire alarm signal, the corridor dampers on the fire floor
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open, together with the stair louvre, allowing smoke to
be extracted from the building. The three high-rise blocks
also use SE Controls mechanical smoke extraction, but
in a duplex push-pull system that enables smoke to be
removed from corridors through one of two smoke shafts,
depending on the location of the fire, to keep escape
routes clear. Each of the main stair cores in the tower
blocks are also protected with roof mounted automatic
louvre vents, which allow smoke and heat to be vented.
The system is designed so that every tower incorporates
two smoke shafts, each of which is connected to a duty
and stand-by SHEVTEC smoke extraction fan set capable
of running in either direction. In the event of a fire, both
duty fans will start with one shaft extracting the smoke,
while the other fan runs in the opposite direction, which
helps purge smoke by pressurising the other shaft and
corridor. Each corridor incorporates a SHEVTEC lobby
damper at each end as well as an automatic smoke door
by the lift lobby, which open when a signal is received
from the building’s alarm system.
The control of the complete smoke ventilation and
extraction system is handled by 12 SE Controls OS2
SHEVTEC controllers with integral failsafe battery backup,
which are linked to a series of OSLoop Coordinators
throughout each of the six fire zones. OS2 MCPs and
tamperproof MCPs are also installed to allow the fire
service to manage the system’s operation and reset it
after any fire event. www.secontrols.com
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CCTV: Looking Ahead

Facial Recognition - Facial recognition has been much in
the news over the past year with concerns over privacy
being a hot topic. However, facial recognition is already
in fairly widespread use, especially by law enforcement
where its impact on crime prevention and the ability to
make investigations faster, easier and more effective is
well proven. It’s also growing rapidly in popularity in the
commercial sector for the first time where it’s also being
used to improve health & safety and for a more specific,
entirely unrelated to security purpose: the ability to
identify a VIP entering a facility/premises and enabling a
personalised service for that individual. Of course, this has
only been made possible with the technology now available
at a price point that is viable for commercial organisations,
and advances in processing power and deep learning
algorithms which have dramatically improved accuracy.

the impact of CCTV on bandwidth is very popular and will,
in a relatively short timeframe, be mainstream in CCTV
cameras, despite increasing the initial cost of the camera
purchase.
Getting Smart - It would be remiss not to mention the
increasing use of smart phones and mobile devices in CCTV
systems. In the domestic setting, this has proven extremely
popular with home owners able to receive alerts and view
camera footage of their home wherever they may be. But
it’s also proven useful in the commercial world, where
security teams can view footage whilst on the move,
improving efficiency.

Artificial Intelligence - An exciting development, albeit in its
infancy, AI is heading your way! The focus here is on video
analytics driven by deep learning algorithms which do not
require human input. Standard systems take data from
pixel values, but deep learning systems utilise a huge range
of other elements, e.g. vector shapes, to identify objects
(cars, people etc). Essentially, they learn as they go,
getting better as they go, taking into account behavioural
patterns specific to that site.

Michael Thorpe, Product Manager STANLEY
Security UK, looks at the latest developments
in CCTV that are heading your way

Since its first use in Britain in the 1970s, and adoption
for use in public spaces in the 1980s, CCTV systems
have grown in popularity and usage and can be found
everywhere, from small domestic properties right through
to high security environs such as banks and data centres.
Part of its success is down to the fact that CCTV offers
multiple benefits.
When it comes to security, it’s a proven crime
deterrent, can be used to direct live action in
response to an incident and is highly effective
when used for evidential purposes. According
to latest crime stats, CCTV surveillance is
useful in about 65% of crimes where CCTV
footage was available. CCTV is also frequently
used for health & safety and monitoring
business processes, so can add value to an organisation.
Like any successful industry sector, CCTV and video
surveillance doesn’t stand still. Here we look at the latest
developments in CCTV that are ripe to take advantage of
and are well worth considering investing in.
Image Quality - Gone are the days of grainy images where
identification of a person was nigh on impossible. The
latest cameras benefit from huge improvements in image
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Sounds very sci-fi/Terminator? Well, your CCTV system
isn’t about to take over the world and make humans
entirely redundant, but AI could improve the efficiency
of your system considerably with existing users citing
intrusion and loitering detection as the top benefits.
This technology is ultimately best used when combined
with a real life human operator to verify the information
presented by the analytics. The only thing holding the
technology back at present is the prohibitive cost, but

The benefits include the reduced need for hardware (no
Digital Video Recorders) and storage capacity and the
ability to view the footage from any internet enabled
device. However, the obvious and immediate worry here is
Cybersecurity. Cybersecurity risks come from a number of
sources and are very real. Cloud based systems are only as
strong as their weakest link and that weak link could come
as a result of poor security system design, installation
or maintenance; end users’ lack of internal training and
policies, along weaknesses in their network; and even
security of the data centres acting as the host platform.

resolution, frame rates, defogging, image stabilisation, lens
distortion correction and wide dynamic range. Built-in
infrared and thermal cameras for use in poorly lit areas
have also grown in sophistication, whilst becoming more
affordable. Other key developments that have proven very
popular when it comes to image quality are new zoom
facilities, including remote zoom/focus and super optical
zoom, which enable operators to really focus in on details;
plus wide-area coverage and multi-directional cameras
which enable a large area to be clearly viewed.
Multi-directional cameras are particularly suited to
mounting on building corners as they have the ability to
monitor multiple directions simultaneously to provide up
to 360° coverage in separate streams. Improvements in
image quality have not only been made possible through
new camera design, but also through a reduction in
bandwidth usage, which has been achieved through the
adoption of the latest compression technologies.

Lagging Behind - One area that you might expect to be
listed in new CCTV innovations that is making headway
is cloud based platforms. But, despite the hype, this has
not proven as popular as expected. Cloud based platforms
enable CCTV images/data to be uploaded, via the internet,
to the ‘cloud’ which essentially means it’s stored on a third
party’s hardware and infrastructure.

that’s expected to come down considerably, so is one to
watch (no pun intended!).
Analytics at The Edge - Also in the field of video analytics,
analytics at the edge has transformed how data from CCTV
systems is processed. The traditional server based model
sees data sent from cameras to a separate appliance to
be analysed. Analytics at the edge sees data processing
taking place within the camera and makes for more
efficient use of bandwidth and storage. At a time when IoT
devices are being deployed across customer sites, reducing

If you are planning to upgrade your CCTV or install a new
system, be sure to look at the viability of incorporating
some of these most recent innovations. What seems new
and innovative now may well become standard in the
next five years, if not before! STANLEY Security designs,
installs, maintains and upgrades a wide range of CCTV
solutions to meet businesses specific needs and budgets.
For more information go to https://www.stanleysecurity.
co.uk/solutions/cctv
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But over and above this, by inhibiting the growth and spread
of bacteria, they enhance the experience of a space. It's
another example of how the technical performance behind
a space can contribute to the experiential factors in people's
minds. The experience economy coincides with a growing
trend for responsible consumerism; for thinking beyond
ourselves to our impact on the planet. By securing points in
terms of sustainability, we can kindle that trend and align our
spaces with a more positive eco-experience. Using Cradle
to Cradle Certified™ solutions is one way that this can be
achieved.

Similarly, suspended ceiling solutions can create a more
pleasing visual environment, some by concealing services
above and some by creating a more vibrant sense of space,
effectively shaping and directing sound. Providing a balance
between acoustics and aesthetics, which helps ensure that
teachers are heard in classrooms and students in lecture halls,
means students can learn more effectively.

Armstrong Ceiling Solutions' marketing communications manager Isabel Blanco reflects on life in the era of the experience economy:
a time where every activity, every transaction and every surrounding is an experience.

Raising
Expectations:
Ceiling Design
In The
Experience
Economy

We live in the era of the experience economy: a time when
even the most commoditised space is subject to shared
experiences and open feedback. A time where great
experiences become the expectation, not the exception. And
thanks to the democratisation of the internet
and social media, for whatever space you find
yourself in, you'll find an online mirror of it.
This isn't necessarily a bad thing. It fosters
competition and drives the creators and
facilitators of these spaces to try harder and
create positive experiences for the enduser. In every space within this experience
economy, design and architecture must play
their part in improving the experience. And
the ceiling space is central to this ambition.
Elevating experiences through the ceiling Ceilings can fundamentally shape people's
experience of a space. They bring in light, sculpt the
soundscape and enhance air quality - transforming a simple,
functional space into a world-class experience.
Materials and design choices are crucial to achieving this.
Modern mineral tiles ceiling systems deliver cutting-edge
performance in light reflectance. High-white finishes help
bathe indoor spaces in natural daylight. This boosts occupants'
experience, in everything from increased productivity and
concentration to happiness and general wellbeing.
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The symbiosis of environment and experience - Usercentred design and keeping wellbeing front of mind are
essential to creating great experiences. Just think about
retail environments: supermarkets undergo regular in-store
reshuffles as they seek to improve not simply the environment
but the experience. By doing so, they transform these
hubs into desirable destinations. The same applies for work
environments and hospitals that are rated for comfort as
much as capability. Ultimately, every space is a shop window

They transform the wards of hospitals into welcoming
spaces for healing to happen, or ensure office workers
can concentrate on quiet working as much as they can
collaborate. It all combines to elevate experiences beyond
the spatial element of the environment. But what part do
regulations and standards play in this context?
The push for credits - BREEAM and green building
certifications increasingly characterise our spaces - how
they're designed, built and function. These programmes are
characterised by credit systems. That's all that separates,
for example, a BREEAM Outstanding project from one that is
Good. Across every category, from energy and innovation to
wellbeing and waste, there is a continual push for credits at
every stage of the design and build process.
Here, the ceiling contributes again: visual, acoustic and
thermal comfort, the minimisation of VOCs (volatile organic
compounds), recycling and hygiene - all play their part in
securing credits. This essentially improves the experience of
the environment for everyone involved.
Behind the experience - Designers need to get the
fundamentals right to score the essential points needed
to create a great experience. Safety and hygiene are two
examples. In terms of safety, ceiling solutions must conform to
all relevant fire resistance/reaction standards.

- how it appears, how it sounds, how it feels and how it
performs, its impact on our planet, and its potential for future
generations. All of this combines into how a space becomes
an experience. And with this in mind, is how we need to
design. www.armstrongceilingsolutions.co.uk

Equally, the use of ‘anti-seismic' solutions adds reassurance
to projects in earthquake areas. These features do far more
than simply safeguard lives. They also add reassurance to
the overall experience. In environments like hospitals, schools
and public or retail spaces, bacteria and infections can also
present risks. The use of passive inhibitors offers a first level
of protection as well as contributing to the greater technical
performance of a space.
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'Architectural Anodising
Explained'
We live in an architectural aluminium world which is
predominantly powder coated in a multitude of colours
which offers warranties for colour and gloss retention
over an extensive lifetime. Anodising, on the other hand,
has all but disappeared apart from it appearing on a few
prestigious projects. So what is anodising and why is it
proving popular again?
In simple terms, anodising is an evenly controlled ‘corrosion’
of the surface of the aluminium, turning aluminium into
‘aluminium oxide’ similar to iron oxide (rust) on steel. The
difference with aluminium oxide is that once it has been
created on the surface of the aluminium it completely seals
the base aluminium from further corrosion, unlike steel. So
anodising is not an applied finish but a conversion of the
surface of the aluminium, so it will not peel or flake. Done
to the right quality and the materials, life expectancy can
last many decades without fading. The anodising process
is accomplished by immersing aluminium into an acid
electrolyte bath and then passing an electric current through the medium.
A cathode is mounted to the inside of the anodising tank and the aluminium
itself acts as an anode.
Oxygen ions are released from the electrolyte to combine with the
aluminium atoms on the surface of the profile. Anodising is simply a
highly controlled process of a naturally occurring phenomenon. Anodising
aluminium profiles for fenestration takes a specialist plant as the immersive
process requires long tanks, often up to 7 metres long to accommodate full
lengths of aluminium profile, which is a heavy investment. Once installed,
every plant acts differently and the learning curve is as equally complex for
the operator. So what about the ‘die lines’? Simply put, dies which have
visible faces require more attention prior to use for an anodised finish.
These dies need to be polished and cleaned more regularly as the extrusion
process can be quite abrasive on the surface of the die.
More complex shaped dies have what is know as ‘weld lines’. This is where
the die design incorporates an internal mandrel, often to create a hollow
profile. Where the aluminium flows around the mandrel supports and joins
again within the die, this often leads to higher temperatures at this point
and can affect the anodising by changing its shade. Die design can be
changed to put these weld lines on a corner, or recess to make it less visible,
but with an increase in die cost. Aluprof, one of the largest producers of
aluminium fenestration systems in Europe, produce dies that are dedicated
to each finish. (cont...)
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The claim for the use of ‘pre-anodising’ or ‘flash anodising’ prior to powder
coating is that it avoids the appearance of a type of corrosion known as
filiform corrosion. Anodising plants are also very costly to design and install,
utilising high voltage and specialist transformers to rapidly and evenly create
an anodised finish. Because of its combined use of a finish in its own right
and as a ‘conversion coating’ prior to powder coating, in the UK alone there
has been two new anodising plants come on-line in the last couple of years
with further plants planned. As specifiers tend to specify shades of grey
for the majority of fenestration projects, anodising can be specified in both
(cont...) The more expensive, often hand finished dies, are kept for
anodising specifications. Another key to creating a good anodised
finish is the ability to extrude and anodise within a short space of time,
thereby reducing the opportunity for natural oxidisation beginning to
occur. Aluprof extrude profile through these higher quality dies which
offer higher quality surfaces with a significant reduction in ‘die lines’ and
‘weld lines’. Once these profiles are etched and anodised they offer a high
quality surface which is both very hard wearing and long lasting.
Anodising standards generally referred to include BS EN ISO 7599:2018 ‘Anodising of aluminium and its alloys — Method for specifying decorative
and protective anodic oxidation coatings on aluminium’ and QUALINOD,
a independent association located in Zurich. Whilst the QUALINOD
specification includes a specific anodising specification to meet an
architectural standard; BS EN ISO 7599 mainly deals with general anodising
for engineering use and is a method of specifying, not a specification in
its own right. Unless the specifier is experienced in agreeing the criterion
for the finished product under BS EN ISO 7599:2018, then the QUALINOD
specification should be used as it lays down criterion and it’s licenced
members are also inspected by an independent test house to ensure
compliance with the QUALINOD standard.
The QUALINOD standard does encompass almost all of BS EN ISO 7599,
but goes much further to ensure anodising is fit for architectural use.
Aluprof are a licenced member of QUALINOD. Anodising is also now
becoming a choice for pretreatment of aluminium prior to powder coating.
A very thin anodising of just five microns seals the aluminium prior to
powder coating. This sealing or ‘conversion coating’ has traditionally
been completed in chrome or chrome free coatings.

bronze finish and shades of grey. This is created by the introduction of trace
metals such as cobalt or tin during the anodising process. Interestingly, as the
anodising is ‘clear’, the introduction of these metals forms an optical colour,
which cannot fade over time. As aluminium hardness will differ from profile
to profile and grades differ, for example when using sheet aluminium in cill
pressings, it is inevitable that the anodic film will vary in composition which
will lead to a natural variation in perceived colour.
As aluminium profile is extruded the material takes on a ‘grain’, so the same
anodised profile turned through 90º will also vary in shade. This is a natural
effect and most specifiers see this offering a richness to the very hard wearing
finish that anodising can offer. To limit colour variation it is normal for the
supplier of the anodising to offer upper and lower colour limits at the time of
specification.
Crucial for specifiers is the knowledge that higher quality dies should be used
for producing profiles for anodising and this is something that should find its
way into specification for the finish. It then becomes crucial to ensure that
the systems company that can offer extrusions at a higher quality, dedicated
for anodising, also offer the finished profile. With these quality issues in mind,
the specifier will be aware of the need to choose a quality company for the
anodising process and ensure that the aluminium is of the highest quality with
its surface free from natural corrosion.
It is normally best to specify an aluminium systems supplier who can offer
quality anodising, otherwise issues can arise where the systems company and
anodiser are unwilling to rectify issues with surface finish problems. This can
lead to expensive replacements in finished projects. Unlike powder coating,
anodising can’t be repaired on-site. Since setting up the Aluprof Project Office
at the Business Design Centre in London the systems company has rapidly
grown their specification influence in the UK with their high performance
architectural aluminium systems.
With overseas growth across Europe spreading into the Middle East and firm
roots already in the East of the USA, the company is becoming a global player
in facade supply. Further information is available on the companies website
at www.aluprof.co.uk or direct from their UK office in Altrincham on 0161
941 4005.
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ARCHITECTURAL SIGN SOLUTIONS

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming
buildings from functional structures into unforgettable
landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic
masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.
For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in
aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of
innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our
great British design and engineering brilliance – and an
intrinsic desire to look at signage differently.
It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage

Concealing Fire Sprinkler System Pipework –
The Perfect Finish.

strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and
technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes
and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the
world for everyone to see.

By Martin Taylor – Managing Director with decorative casings specialist, Encasement Ltd.

Everyone has a story.
C

The publication of the Phase 1 report from the Grenfell Tower
Inquiry in late October 2019 was yet another stark reminder, if
one was needed, of the essential role that fire safety plays in
all residential buildings, but particularly in high-rise blocks. Even
though the Inquiry’s Chairman has said that fire sprinkler systems
will form an important part of the Phase 2 investigation this year,
many pro-active HA and local authority landlords have begun
implementing a major programme of fire protection upgrades,
which includes the retro-fitting of fire sprinkler systems.

accessories, such as internal and external corners, which helpM
create an integrated finish and speeds the sprinkler installation.
Y
All that’s needed to install the sprinkler pipe boxing on site is to
drill the holes for sprinkler heads, cut to length and secure toCM
the wall or ceiling with wood battens, screws and caps. FromMY
our experience of working with contractors on countless social
CY
housing projects where pipework needs to be concealed, Versa
CMY
pipe and fire sprinkler boxing can be fitted in less than half the
K
time of site made alternatives.

As sprinklers need to be located within individual flats and
communal areas to suppress fires and aid escape, incorporating
them in new builds is comparatively simple, as they can be
integrated at the building design stage and pipework can be
hidden within wall cavities and ceiling voids. For retro-fitted
solutions, however, it’s not that straightforward, as in most cases
the pipework will need to be surface mounted. Once the sprinkler
system pipework is installed, it needs to be concealed, as it
provides a more aesthetic finish to each project and helps avoid
potential complaints from tenants about unsightly orange pipes.
It also serves a practical purpose of containing the components
and acting as a visible barrier to potential tampering or accidental
damage.

Also, as it is pre-finished with durable white melamine, there’s
no painting required on
site, which saves further
time and cost. For housing
associations, local authorities
and their contractors,
this time saving provides
a number of benefits. It
helps ensure that fire safety
upgrades can be completed
within shorter timescales and
simultaneously minimises the
disruption for tenants while
the work is being carried out.
Potentially the most important advantage is that the time taken to
complete the projects can be reduced without compromising the
quality or integrity of the installation, which can also reduce costs.

One of the main advantages of surface mounted pipework,
is the simplicity and speed with which it can be installed by
skilled contractors, so it’s important that the chosen method of
pipe boxing is also quick and easy, as installation time and the
associated costs are essential considerations on any sprinkler
project. Consequently, these are key reasons why pre-formed
and pre-finished solutions, such as Encasement’s Versa fire
sprinkler pipe boxing, have become the preferred solution for
many sprinkler contractors. Versa ‘L’ shaped pipe boxing is
manufactured from 5mm or 8mm thick plywood in a range
of sizes and profiles and the system also includes dedicated
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Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.

01784 438688

SALES@SIGNB OX.CO.U K

WWW.SI G N BOX.CO.U K

The over-riding aims must be to focus on helping save lives and
enhance fire safety in high-rise residential buildings to avoid a
repeat of the Grenfell tragedy. Fire sprinkler systems have an
important role to play and Versa boxing solutions can make a
contribution to that process in terms of effectiveness, ease of
installation and economics. www.encasement.co.uk
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Retractable Kalwall Allows Open Air
Swimming
Kalwall® translucent cladding, exclusively available in the UK and Ireland from Structura UK Ltd, has been used for a clever
retractable roof system at Club One in Maryland, USA. Kalwall and its subsidiary, Structures Unlimited, worked with SEI Architects to
engineer a 40 x 25 metre enclosure for Club One’s aquatic centre
comprising a six-lane swimming pool, warm water leisure/therapy
pool and a kid’s pool with slide and beach entry.
The pre-engineered aluminium frame pool enclosure system
features a Kalwall translucent panel roof system with two unique
openable roof systems. The retractable roof systems help create
an atmosphere that allows the facility to be operated as an
outdoor pool in spring, summer and autumn and as an indoor pool
in winter months. With diffused natural daylight and resistance to
solar gain, coupled with significant reduction in ventilation, cooling
and dehumidification energy costs, energy-consuming artificial
lighting and air-conditioning costs are dramatically reduced.
Kalwall is a popular choice for swimming pools and leisure
installations and offers many advantages over traditional glazing.
The unique ability to transmit large amounts of usable light with
relatively low levels of solar heat gain means less radiant energy
transmitted and this, coupled with diffusion, does away with
the hot spots and glare. Glare on a swimming pool surface is a
common concern with dazzling rippled sunlight bouncing off the
surface. www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Carlisle based heating sector specialist,
Tailored Heat, has delivered an in-screed
underfloor heating system and air source
heat pump package for the redevelopment of
old, hard-to-heat social housing properties in
an off-gas area on the North East coast.
Bernicia, a leading affordable housing
provider in the region, is building nine new
energy efficient dwellings at Seahouses in
Northumberland intended for local people,
including some who had been residents in the
old properties.
Presmac from Newcastle-upon-Tyne is the
mechanical services contractor responsible
for the design and installation of the heating
systems, including Mitsubishi Ecodan QUHZW40VA heat pump with Mitsubishi EHPT20QVM2EA hot water thermal store. and the easy
to lay staple UFH system from Tailored Heat.
The high specification of the nine new
properties, including optimal insulation
standards and the energy efficient, renewable
heating package from Presmac and Tailored
Heat, will offer residents continued comfort
and affordable warmth.
www.tailoredheat.co.uk

Tailored UFH And Air Source
Solution For Seahouses Social
Housing Development

Rainguard Aluminium – The Perfect Match for Grade II
Listed Church
Needing to replace an old cast iron
rainwater system, Hatherlow Church’s
list of “must haves” was not a small
one. Elder of the Church, Mat Simpson
explained “Hatherlow Church is a grade
II listed building, and as such we were
looking for a system that would be in
keeping with the mid - 19th century
building, as well as matching existing
gutters and downpipes already installed.
The product would also have to cope
with the vast amount of water that
flows from the pitched roof when it
rains. “Being budget conscious, we also
required the lowest cost possible, for
an aesthetically pleasing, long lasting
and highly functional system. Yeoman
Rainguard managed to tick all the
boxes.”
To accommodate the large water flow
levels from the pitched roof, 130 x 100
mm Deep Flow XL Aluminium Gutters
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were installed to the front side of the
Church. These were complemented
with the addition of 100mm dia. XL
Aluminium Downpipes, sufficiently wide
enough to cope with the amount of
water captured in the deep flow gutters.
The installation, carried out by Yeoman
Rainguard’s team, was completed
with attractive Bellvue cast aluminium
rainwater hoppers to either side of the
Church’s porched entrance.
All of Yeoman Rainguard’s XL Aluminium
products have a durable powder coated
finish which not only looks stylish
but offers 30 years plus maintenance
free service. For more information on
Yeoman Rainguard’s range of gutters
and downpipes suitable for ecclesiastical
and listed building projects go to
www.rainguard.co.uk or call 0113 279
5854.
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Hauraton Channels Drain Blue Badge
Scheme Parking Bays At RHS Wisley

Magply Shines As
Render Backer
For One-Off
Dartford Bungalow
Development

On 10th June 2019,
Alan Titchmarsh,
MBE, opened the first
phase of The Welcome
Building and surrounding
landscape at Royal
Horticultural Society
gardens, Wisley, Surrey.
The new facility has
transformed the experience for visitors to the
gardens with new buildings including a spacious
arrivals hall, café, shop, plant centre and a 100
seat restaurant.

The channels were installed between the bays
and the path leading to the entrance of the new
arrivals hall. The FIBRETEC® C250 HEELSAFE
slot grating was specifically designed by
Hauraton R & D engineers to enhance the flow
of water into the channel. The slots are super
smooth, elliptical openings with the moulded
bars having slightly raised triangular bosses
along their outside edges.

High performance Magply boards have been
selected as the substrate for a bright white
silicone render system, used as a striking
finish to a single-storey, modularised domestic
property on a greenfield site in Kent. The new
home, built on land at Dartford, takes the form
of a two-bedroom bungalow with spacious
living accommodation, beneath a low pitch
roof structure.

As well as providing an elegant appearance,
the feature ensures surface water is directed
into the slots. This configuration also helps
eliminate any cross-flow over the grating. The
RECYFIX® PRO 100 channel component is
made from 100% recycled polypropylene (PP).
The six sizes offered are 160mm wide and
range in height from 75mm to 250mm with the
FIBRETEC® grating factory fitted on all models.
As the largest unit is only 5.8kg, the channelling
is easily handled and quickly installed on site.
www.drainage-projects.co.uk

The timber frame modules, which form the core of the dwelling, have been unified behind an outer sheathing of 12mm
Magply, fixed over a batten cavity, with the multi-layer K-Rend proprietary render system having been applied by specialist
sub-contractor Fullers Plastering. Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative render system, Magply boards are very
moisture stable thanks to their modified MgO formulation that also represents an environmentally friendly alternative to
conventional plywood or OSB sheets.

There are now three large car/coach parks
including Blue Badge scheme easy access bays
for visitors in park two. One hundred metres of
Hauraton RECYFIX® PRO 100 channel system,
fitted with FIBRETEC® C250, 9mm HEELSAFE
slot gratings, was used by groundwork subcontractor GPB Construction Ltd to drain the
asphalted Blue Badge parking bays for visitors.

The production process keeps the chlorine content to just 0.01%, enhancing long-term durability. Magply boards carry a
variety of internationally recognised accreditations including the recent award of a BDA Agrement certificate, confirming
their fitness for new build homes such as the one at Dartford. www.magply.co.uk

Marmox Thermoblocks Specified For Hotel Conversion
A former hotel in the Polwarth area of Scotland’s capital is the
subject of a complex conversion and reconfiguration project,
where Marmox Thermoblocks have been specified by the
project consultants to address the critical floor/wall junction
within the new extensions being constructed. Edinburgh based
architectural practice, Morgan McDonnell is renowned for both
its new-build and refurbishment work across the city and ‘Old
Town’.
In the case of the Ettrick Hotel, its client – developer
Northumberland Street Mews Ltd - is creating 6 new residential
units within the existing building plus a further 4 across the
two extensions. At the base of the new perimeter walls, the
block-layers have used a total of 117 of the 140mm wide.
Thermoblock units each one 600mm long and 65mm high. In
addition, the merchant stockist involved, St. Andrews Building
and Timber also supplied a carton of 10 Marmox MSP 360
Sealant for the purpose of completing the stepped joints.
Each section of Thermoblock is comprised of ultra-high
performance XPS insulation, encapsulating miniature columns
of concrete, while the top and bottom are covered by alkali
resistant glass-fibre mesh, retaining a surface of fibre reinforced
polymer concrete to facilitate bonding. The concrete columns
have a very low conductivity so do not present thermal bridges
themselves and when coupled with the highly insulating XPS
insulation core, a combined thermal conductivity of 0.47W/mK
is achieved. www.marmox.co.uk
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Kalwall Leads The Way In Retrofit Design
Kalwall® translucent cladding, exclusively
available in the UK and Ireland from Structura
UK Ltd, has helped transform a former marble
processing plant into an amazing space for
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, USA.
Designed by Cope Associates, the new Facilities
Services Complex has totally revitalised and
refreshed the original 1908 building and the use
of Kalwall has helped the projects LEED Silver
Certification.
The project has proved so successful it was
named the Collegiate Citation winner for
historic preservation in American School
and University’s annual Educational Interiors
Showcase Award. The interior of this 8,500
sq metre building is now bathed with diffused
daylight through the Kalwall panels fitted into
the original clerestory encircling the central hall.

restful and reducing eye fatigue. Furthermore,
Kalwall’s insulation properties mean ‘U’ Values
of up to 0.28 W/m2K can be achieved. This is as
energy efficient as a normal cavity wall and four
times better than insulated glass units.
Therefore there is less of a demand for artificial
heating and cooling, while the translucence
reduces the need for artificial lighting. Kalwall is
a popular choice for retrofit projects. The strong
and lightweight panels are factory prefabricated
to the exact size needed for each project. They
are easily be retrofitted into existing spaces and
can often use the existing substrate.
This, coupled with the low maintenance colour
stable, UV resistant and self-cleaning surface,
has the additional advantage that ongoing
maintenance is kept to a minimum.
www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

The Kalwall keeps the interior free from glare
and hotspots and the stark contrasts of
light and shade. It also specifically helps the
computer users by keeping direct sunlight
and glare off their screens making it more

Yeoman Rainguard
Plays A Part In
Bringing Listed
Mansion House Back
To Former Glory

A grade II listed Mansion on the
outskirts of Ulverston, Cumbria,
has respectfully been restored and
developed by housebuilders, Charles
Church, Lancashire. As a way of
protecting the future of the mansion,
planning permission was granted for
it to be converted into 19 apartments
and the gatehouse into a bungalow.
Charles Church ensured that the
conversion work carried out was
sympathetic to the Scottish baronial
style whilst respecting the original
features. These qualities also needed
to be reflected when it came to
the replacement of the rainwater
systems on both the mansion and
the gatehouse. With over 40 years’
experience of providing aesthetically
appropriate, yet highly functional
rainwater systems for heritage and
listed building projects, Yeoman
Rainguard were the perfect choice
to provide a suitable system for the
restoration.

colour along with complementing
rectangular rainwater pipes. The use
of Yeoman Rainguard ornamental
ear bands and corner ear bands for
the cast iron pipes played a part in
maintaining the authenticity of the
façade of the building. In areas where
replacement gutters were required to
match up seamlessly to the original
gutters, Yeoman Rainguard were able
to replicate exact size and profiles
with their manufacturing capabilities
using GRP material.
Cast iron soil pipes were provided
from the Rainguard TX range
providing a highly durable, easy to
install waste water drainage solution.
The gatehouse, tastefully converted
into a bungalow, was fully fitted with
brand-new Yeoman Rainguard cast
iron MOG gutters and round down
pipes. Finished in a classy gloss black
paint, the rainwater system was
befitting of the buildings design and
heritage. www.rainguard.co.uk

On the mansion house, gutters
that could not be refurbished were
replaced with Yeoman Rainguard
MOG 25 x 100 mm cast iron gutters
finished in Light Aircraft Grey
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Sto Products Provide The
Ideal Solution For The
Sweeping Curved Soffits
At London’s Coal Drops
Yard

project news

StoVentec boards with a StoColor metallic paint finish have been used in
the design of a unique new building which has revitalized part of London’s
industrial heritage. Sto supplied the adjustable mounting grid, StoVentec
R carrier boards, Stolit K render and a StoColor metallic paint finish for the
external soffits of the Coal Drops Yard project in King’s Cross.
The Coal Drops Yard complex originally consisted of two adjoining Victorian
coal warehouses. The design brief required the two disused
buildings to be completely renovated, and brought together
in a way which would create a new public space for the
area.
Rather than designing a traditional box structure which
would clash visually with the existing buildings, project
architects Heatherwick Studio of London created a design
which extends the original form of the two roofs towards
each other so that they meet to form a new upper storey,
and a focal point for the development. The two new roofs
feature some 800m2 of upper level suspended soffits, for
which Heatherwick Studio wanted a bespoke finish with a
warm and metallic surface.
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This would blend with the character of the warehouses
and would also shine as it reflected the light.They
worked very closely with Sto, who provided a variety
of different samples with varying grain finishes and
metallic colours. Sto’s knowledge and expertise
were central to being able to identifythe perfect
solution and successfully translate the architect’s
design into reality. The StoVentec R system uses an
engineered sub-construction which offers a high
degree of adjustment, making it ideal for this type of
refurbishment project where uneven substrates may
beencountered.
This also gives the system a high degree of installation flexibility, and this
was a particular benefit for this project, as the redesigned soffits were
required to follow a series of sweeping curves which are central to the new
design of the two buildings. The StoVentec carrier boards are manufactured
from recycled glass and can be factory formed to accommodate curves,
whilst providing an excellent base for Sto’s acrylic render finish. This
ventilated cladding system allows a continuous air flow to discharge any
moisture that is present, and so enable the substrate to dry quickly and
easily. The boards were finished with Stolit K – a protective render which
provides an attractive stippled finish.
Stolit K is weather-resistant and extremely water-repellent, to prevent the
growth of algae and fungus. For Coal Drops Yard, Stolit K was applied
to create a coarse-grained surface which was then coated with StoColor
paint in a bespoke metallic platinum 4 colour. This allows the soffits to
blend with the overall colour palette of the development, and makes an
attractive feature for the design. www.sto.co.uk
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Modern barn conversion gives listed
stone ruins a new lease of life

The historic listed ruins
of a former farm estate
property, dating back
to the 19 th century,
required sympathetic
repair whilst ensuring
minimal disruption to the
already fragile structure. These partially collapsed rubble stone
walls had suffered from years of weathering and deterioration
but were now to be incorporated into the annexe of a modern
farm conversion. Flexible HeliBars were used to stabilise the
ruins as they offered the ideal solution due to the irregularities
in the direction of the mortar beds.

CHATHAM APARTMENTS’ RENDER FINISH
BASED ON MAGPLY PERFORMANCE

Latest Wembley Success
For The Schöck Isokorb
The 85 acre redevelopment of Wembley Park in North West
London, one of Europe’s largest regeneration projects,
continues apace. And one of the latest buildings to be
completed is The Alameda (Spanish for ‘walkway shaded
by trees‘), which sits next to the tree-lined Wembley Park
Boulevard. The Alameda comprises two blocks, 10-storey and
15-storey, which provide 340 new residential apartments with
cafes and restaurants planned for the ground level.
The slide-on balconies, both at the front and rear of the
buildings, are a striking feature of the new development – but
critical to their structural and long–term insulation performance
is the incorporation of Isokorb structural break units from
Schöck. The type used in the detailing on the Alameda is a
load bearing thermal element with 80 mm insulation thickness.
Early involvement was necessary to ensure that the connectors
were accurately cast into the building during the mainframe
construction phase.
A stub bracket was attached to the Isokorb units and the
balcony cantilever support arm was then attached (same depth
as the balcony) to the stub and the fully pre-assembled balcony
chassis slid on to the cantilever arm and locked into position.
Thermal bridging is a critical issue If there is ineffective
insulation at the connection points, especially with so many
balconies involved, there will be local heat loss, resulting
in more energy being required to maintain the internal
temperature of the building.
This is a major consequence of thermal bridging, but there
are other issues too. Low internal surface temperatures in the
area of the thermal bridge can cause condensation, which
leads not only to structural integrity problems with absorbent
materials such as insulation products or plasterboard, but It also
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encourages mould
growth, which
can have serious
health implications
for residents,
particularly older
people and
children, in the
form of asthma
and allergies. So
for any project
involving balcony
connectivity the
prevention of
thermal bridging is a critical issue.
As the leading international supplier of structural thermal
breaks, Schöck has almost limitless variants available in its
main Isokorb range, offering planners complete construction
dependability and enormous freedom of design. The
comprehensive Schöck Isokorb range offers solutions for
concrete-to-concrete, concrete-to-steel, steel-to-steel,
a thermally insulating connection for reinforced concrete walls
– and even a maintenance free alternative to wrapped parapets.
All products meet full compliance with the relevant UK building
regulations;have NHBC approval; offer LABC Registration and
independent BBA Certification.
The temperature factor used to indicate condensation risk (fRSI)
which must be greater than, or equal to, 0.75 for residential
buildings, is also easily met by incorporating the Isokorb.
www.schoeck.co.uk

As well as its colourful naval history, including a daring raid
on the English fleet by the Dutch navy, the Port of Chatham
also faces regular assault by storms blowing off the Medway:
prompting the designers for an apartment development on
an elevated site, to specify a highly weather resistant render
finish to the elevations, applied across Magply boards. The
five storey structure on One Old Road is being built by Wakes
Construction Ltd., a specialist in residential and refurbishment
work, based in nearby Meopham, while Prime Folio from
Maidstone is the architectural practice involved.
Eco-rend (South East) Ltd. from Lewes was the subcontractor selected to fit the Magply boards and apply the
Baumit render, one of many proprietary render systems for
which Magply is recognised as a suitable substrate material.
For the upper storeys, the 12mm Magply boards are secured
across the timber framework infilling the main structure,
while concrete blockwork features right around the ground
level podium. This will have timber battens secured to it to
create a cavity behind the Magply boards, ready to carry the
render treatment.
Employing the Baumit system involves priming the render
backer, before the base coat is trowelled on and a layer of
reinforcement mesh is set into it. Once dry this is followed by
a parge coat and then another primer before the 1.5mm thick
top coat is applied. The finish to the apartments is primarily
white with inset panels of light grey.
Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative render
system, Magply boards are very moisture stable thanks
to their modified MgO formulation that also represents an
environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood
or OSB sheets. The production process keeps the chlorine
content to just 0.01%, enhancing long term durability.
www.magply.co.uk

HeliBars were also suitable for reinforcing the chimney breasts
and fireplaces which were to be retained from the previous
split-level property the ruins once were. Once the concealed
installation was complete, the ruins were fully stabilised and
reinforced. The original materials were retained, structural
integrity restored and the ancient walls could now be
incorporated into the new annexe. www.helifix.co.uk

WEDDING VENUE LOVES UZIN!

By adopting a
UZIN system
new luxury
vinyl tiles were
installed at
Sissons Barn
to create a new prestigious wedding venue near Peterborough.
Sissons Barn is a purpose built oak framed wedding venue
designed to look like an old forge barn. A new floor was
required across all areas of the barn. The entire front section of
the large barn was made of oak and glass, so the floor needed
a ripple free finish.
The UZIN system enabled a flat, smooth surface to be created
which would cope with the future heavy footfall. UZIN PE 360
PLUS primer was applied over the screed followed by UZIN NC
163 a very low stress smoothing compound which produces an
outstanding flat and smooth surface. UZIN U 2100 and UZIN
KE 2000 S pressure sensitive adhesive was then used to install
the floors. The flooring has also helped contribute in creating a
stunning and beautiful venue. www.uzin.co.uk
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Cedral Goes The Extra Mile For London
Coffee Roasting Company

Cedral Click and Lap fibre cement cladding in colour
black was selected to be installed across the entire
exterior of the internal structure, mirroring the
company’s iconic black branding, whilst also creating
a distinct contrast between the existing warehouse
and new construction. Cedral Select Installer, All Colour
Windows and Doors, was chosen to complete the
unique project, installing over 300m² of Cedral Click
and Cedral Lap in a traditional timber effect finish in a
horizontal formation to create a barn style aesthetic.

Founded in 2008, award-winning Square Mile Coffee
Roasters is synonymous with London coffee culture.
To facilitate the increase in its wholesale demand, both
throughout the capital and nationwide,
the company recently moved premises to
East London, where Cedral fibre cement
cladding was specified to help create a
unique yet functional roasting and office
area.
The 880m² warehouse space, situated on
an industrial unit in North London, houses
a secondary structure, incorporating a
mezzanine workspace for the main office,
meeting rooms, training spaces and a
kitchen. A partially sealed undercroft was also created
for packaging, whilst the roastery occupies the final
bays of the original warehouse.
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The dark exterior is offset by bright white interiors,
providing the team at Square Mile Coffee Roasters with
an interactive and engaging work space. John Hill,
Founder of All Colour Windows and Doors, said: “This
was an extremely exciting project to work on, given its
unusual location within an industrial warehouse."
"The Cedral Click and Lap cladding was chosen
due to its impressive durability and Class A fire
performance rating, which wasa leading factor during
the specification process due to the client roasting the
coffee on site. The combination of Cedral Click and
Cedral Lap cladding creates a truly unique exterior,
producing a traditional barn effect, whilst also adding
a contemporary edge that reflects Square Mile Coffee’s
unique personality.”
Cedral Lap fibre cement cladding is a low maintenance
alternative to traditional cladding materials, offering
a minimum life expectancy of 50 years. Resistant to
rot, attack from insects and the external elements, the
easy to install solution is available in a wide range of
shades and finishes. www.cedral.co.uk
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DRU Maestro 75XTU Eco Wave gas fire

INSPIRATION, APPLICATION, SOLUTION!
DRU gas fires are among the most
advanced heating appliances
in Europe, with a choice of over
50 models. There are many inspiring
designs, including 2, 3-sided, seethrough and freestanding fires.

Complete freedom of installation
They require no chimney, and with
the addition of the patented DRU
PowerVent® extended flue system,
they can be installed in the most
unlikely locations.

Tablet or smartphone controls
You can select your preferred flame
picture, heat output and much more
using the exclusive DRU Eco Wave
app for tablets and smartphones.
It all adds up to the UK’s most
complete gas fire solution.

DRU is an approved CPD provider to
architects and DRU fires have many design
features that make them ideal for inclusion
in architect-led projects.

Drugasar Ltd. • T: 0161 793 8700 • E: info@drufire.co.uk • www.drufire.com

